
DEFORMATIONS OF SYMPLECTIC VORTICES

EDUARDO GONZALEZ AND CHRIS WOODWARD

Abstract. We prove a gluing theorem for a symplectic vortex on a compact com-
plex curve and a collection of holomorphic sphere bubbles. Using the theorem we
show that the moduli space of regular strongly stable symplectic vortices on a
fixed curve with varying markings has the structure of a stratified-smooth topo-
logical orbifold. In addition, we show that the moduli space has a non-canonical
C

1-orbifold structure.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we generalize the following result on existence of universal defor-
mations for stable (pseudo-)holomorphic maps. Let (X,ω) be a compact symplectic
manifold equipped with a compatible almost complex structure J , and (Σ, j) a com-
pact nodal complex curve. A map u : Σ → X is holomorphic if

∂u := Ju ◦ du− du ◦ j = 0

on each component of Σ. One naturally has the notion of a stratified-smooth family
of holomorphic maps, and hence the notion of a deformation, namely the germ of
a family around the central fiber together with an isomorphism of the central fiber
with the given map. Recall that a deformation is universal if any other deformation
is obtained from it by pullback, in a unique way, by a map of parameter spaces. A
holomorphic map u : Σ → X is regular if the linearized Cauchy-Riemann operator is
surjective. The following theorem is the result of the well-known gluing construction
for holomorphic maps, c.f. Ruan-Tian [21] or the text McDuff-Salamon [15, Chapter
10] in the case of genus zero:
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2 EDUARDO GONZALEZ AND CHRIS WOODWARD

Theorem 1.0.1. A regular holomorphic map u : Σ → X admits a stratified-smooth
universal deformation iff it is stable.

The construction of the universal deformation proceeds via the implicit function
theorem. For each element in the infinitesimal deformation space of the stable map
one first produces an approximate solution and then applies the implicit function
theorem to find an exact solution. Unfortunately one uses a different Sobolev space
for each “gluing parameter” controlling the domain, which means that it is rather
tricky to show that each nearby stable holomorphic map occurs only once in the
resulting family. A slightly jazzed up version of the above theorem implies that the
gluing construction gives rise to orbifold charts on the regular locus of the moduli
space of stable holomorphic maps. Uniqueness of the universal deformations implies
that the smooth structures on each stratum are independent of the Sobolev spaces
used in the implicit function theorem. One can make these charts C1-compatible
by suitable choices of gluing profiles, that is, coordinates on the local deformation
spaces; however the C1-structure on the moduli space is not canonical. The first part
of the paper contains an exposition of the above theorem, which is rather scattered
in the literature.

The main result of the paper is a generalization of the theorem above to cer-
tain gauged (pseudo)holomorphic maps, namely symplectic vortices as introduced by
Mundet [16] and Cieliebak, Gaio and Salamon, see [5]. Let G be a compact Lie
group and X a Hamiltonian G-manifold equipped with a moment map Φ : X → g

∗

and an invariant almost complex structure J . Let Σ be a compact smooth holo-
morphic curve with complex structure j and equipped with an area form VolΣ. A
gauged holomorphic map with values in X consists of a smooth principal G-bundle
P → Σ, a connection A on P , and a smooth section u : Σ → P (X) := P ×GX such
that ∂Au = 0 where ∂A is defined using the splitting given by the connection A and
the complex structures J, j. Let FA ∈ Ω2(Σ, P (g)) denote the curvature of A and
P (Φ) : P (X) → P (g) the map induced by Φ. The space of gauged holomorphic maps
admits a formal symplectic structure depending on a choice of invariant metric on
g so that the action of the group of gauge transformations is formally Hamiltonian.
A symplectic vortex is a pair in the zero level set of the moment map: a pair (A,u)
such that

∂Au = 0, FA + u∗P (Φ)VolΣ = 0.

Thus the moduli space M(Σ,X) of symplectic vortices is the symplectic quotient
of the space of gauged maps by the group of gauge transformations. In certain
cases where the moduli spaces are compact Cieliebak, Gaio, Mundet, and Salamon
[4] and Mundet [16] constructed invariants that we will call gauged Gromov-Witten
invariants by integration over these moduli spaces. In general M(Σ,X) admits
a compactification M(Σ,X) consisting of polystable symplectic vortices given by
allowing u to develop holomorphic sphere bubbles in the fibers of P (X). A polystable
vortex is strongly stable if the principal component has finite automorphism group,
and regular if a certain linearized operator is surjective, that is, the moduli space is
formally smooth. Our main result is the following:
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Theorem 1.0.2. Let Σ,X be as above. A regular strongly stable symplectic vortex
from Σ to X admits a universal stratified-smooth deformation.

Using the deformations constructed in Theorem 1.0.2 we prove that the moduli space
M

reg
(Σ,X) of regular strongly stable symplectic vortices admits the structure of an

oriented stratified-smooth topological orbifold, and (non-canonically) the structure

of a C1-orbifold. The first statement implies that if M
reg

(Σ,X) is compact then it
carries a rational fundamental class. The second statement implies for example, that
if the target carries a group action then the usual equivariant localization theorems
hold for the induced group action on the moduli space. In the case thatX is a smooth
projective variety, algebraic methods explain in [11] give similar results and provide
virtual fundamental classes on the moduli space. However, the symplectic gluing
construction is interesting in its own right, not in the least because it potentially
extends to the case of Lagrangian boundary conditions. We understand that a
forthcoming paper of Mundet i Riera and Tian gives a gluing construction for two
symplectic vortices, when the structure group is the circle group.

Acknowledgments: We thank Ignasi Mundet i Riera, Melissa Liu, and Robert Lip-
shitz for helpful comments and discussions.

2. Deformations of holomorphic curves

The following section is essentially a review of the material that can be found at
the beginning of Siebert [22], with a few additional comments incorporating termi-
nology of Hofer, Wysocki, and Zehnder [13, Appendix]. In the first part we review
the holomorphic construction of universal deformations of stable curves. In the
second part, we study smooth deformations of curves.

2.1. Holomorphic families of stable curves. A compact, complex nodal curve
Σ is obtained from a collection (Σ1, . . . ,Σk) of smooth, compact, complex curves by
identifying a collection of distinct nodal points

w = {{w−
1 , w

+
1 }, . . . , {w−

m, w
+
m}}.

For l = 1, . . . ,m, we denote by Σi±(l) the components such that w±
l ∈ Σi±(l). A

point z ∈ Σ is smooth if it is not equal to any of the nodal points. A marked
nodal curve is a nodal curve together with a collection z = (z1, . . . , zn) of distinct,
smooth points. An isomorphism of marked nodal curves (Σ0, z0) to (Σ1, z1) is an
isomorphism φ : Σ0 → Σ1 of nodal curves such that φ(z0,i) = z1,i for i = 1, . . . , n.
A marked nodal curve is stable if it has finite automorphism group, that is, each
component contains at least three marked or nodal points if genus zero, or one
special point if genus one.

The combinatorial type Γ(Σ) of Σ is the graph whose vertices are the components
and edges are the nodes and markings of Σ. The map Σ 7→ Γ(Σ) extends to a
functor from the category of marked nodal curves to the category of graphs. In
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particular, there is a canonical homomorphism Aut(Σ) → Aut(Γ(Σ)), whose kernel
is the product of the automorphism groups of the components of Σ (with nodes
replaced by markings.)

Let S be a complex variety (or scheme). A family of nodal curves over S is a
complex variety (or scheme) ΣS equipped with a proper flat morphism π : ΣS → S,
such that each fiber Σs, s ∈ S is a nodal curve. A deformation of a marked nodal
curve Σ is a germ of a family of marked nodal curves ΣS over a pointed space
(S, 0) together with an isomorphism ϕ : Σ0 → Σ of the central fiber Σ0 with Σ.
A deformation (ΣS , ϕ) of Σ is versal iff any other deformation (Σ′

S′ → S′, ϕ′) is
induced from a map ψ : S′ → S in the sense that there exists an isomorphism φ of
Σ′ with the fiber product ΣS ×S S

′ in a neighborhood of the central fiber Σ0. A
versal deformation is universal if the map φ is the unique such map inducing the
identity on Σ0. A deformation has fixed type if the combinatorial type of the fiber
is constant. A universal deformation of fixed type is a deformation of fixed type,
which is universal in the above sense for deformations of fixed type. The space
Def(Σ) of infinitesimal deformations of Σ is the tangent space T0S of the base S of
a universal deformation, well-defined up to isomorphism. We write DefΓ(Σ) for the

space of infinitesimal deformations of fixed type. Let Σ̃ be the normalization of Σ,
so that DefΓ(Σ) is isomorphic to the space of deformations of Σ̃ equipped with the
additional markings w±

1 , . . . , w
±
m obtained by lifting the nodes. The general theory

of deformations, see for example [7] in the analytic setting, shows that any marked
nodal curve Σ admits a versal deformation with smooth parameter space S. Σ admits
a universal deformation ΣS → S if and only if Σ is stable. Furthermore, the space
Def(Σ) of the space of infinitesimal deformations admits a canonical isomorphism
with H0,1(Σ, TΣ[−z1 − . . . − zn]), where TΣ[−z1 − . . . ,−zn] is the sheaf of vector
fields vanishing at z1, . . . , zn.

The relationship between the various deformation spaces (in the case with mark-
ings, fixed type, etc.) is given as follows. The space of infinitesimal automorphisms
aut(Σ, z) of (Σ, z) is the space Vect(Σ, z) = H0(Σ, TΣ[−z1−. . .−zn]) of holomorphic
vector fields vanishing at the marked points. The short exact sequence of sheaves

0 → ⊕n
i=1TziΣ → TΣ → TΣ[−z1 − . . .− zn] → 0

gives a long exact sequence in cohomology [12, p. 94]

0 → Vect(Σ, z) → Vect(Σ) →
n
⊕

i=1

TziΣ → Def(Σ, z) → Def(Σ) → 0.

From now on, we omit the markings from the notation, and study deformations of
a nodal marked curve Σ = (Σ, z). By Tw±

i
Σ, we mean the tangent space in the

component of Σ containing w±
i . A gluing parameter for the i-th node is an element

δi ∈ Tw+
i
Σ ⊗ Tw−

i
Σ. The canonical conormal sequence [12, p. 100] gives rise to an
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exact sequence

(1) 0 → DefΓ(Σ) → Def(Σ) →
m
⊕

i=1

Tw+
i
Σ ⊗ Tw−

i
Σ → 0.

After trivialization of the tangent spaces the gluing parameters are identified with
complex numbers.

Universal deformations of a smooth marked curve can be constructed for example
using Teichmüller theory [8] or by Hilbert scheme methods [12, p. 102]. Later we
will need an explicit gluing construction of a holomorphic universal deformation of a
stable marked curve. This construction seems to be well-known, but the only proof
we could find in the literature is Siebert [22]. The idea is to remove small neighbor-
hoods of the nodes, and glue the remaining components together. A local coordinate
near a smooth point z ∈ Σ is a neighborhood U of z and a holomorphic isomor-
phism κ of U with a neighborhood of 0 in the tangent line TzΣ, whose differential
TzU → TzΣ is the identity.

Remark 2.1.1. The space of local coordinates near z is convex, since if κ0, κ1 are
local coordinates then any combination tκ0 + (1 − t)κ1 is still holomorphic and has
the same differential at z, and so by the inverse function theorem is a holomorphic
isomorphism in a neighborhood of z.

Any gluing parameter δi induces an identification

Tw+
i
Σ − {0} → Tw−

i
Σ − {0}, λ+

i 7→ δi/λ
−
i .

Given local coordinates for the nodes of Σ and a set of gluing parameters δ =
(δ1, . . . , δm), define a (possibly nodal) curve Σδ by gluing together small disks around
the node wi by z 7→ δi/z, for every gluing parameter δi that is non-zero, where z is
the local coordinate given by κi. That is,

(2) Σδ =
k
⋃

i=1

Σi − {w±
1 , . . . , w

±
m}/(z ∼ (κ+

i )−1(δi/κ
−
i (z)), i = 1, . . . ,m)

for pairs of points in the two components such that both coordinates are defined. In
particular, the choice of local coordinates near the nodes defines a splitting of the
sequence (1).

The gluing construction works in families as follows. Let Ii,±Γ → SΓ resp. IΓ → SΓ

denote the vector bundle whose fiber at s ∈ SΓ is the tangent line at the j-node
resp. tensor product of tangent lines at the nodes,

(3) Ii,±Γ,s = Tw±

i,s
Σs, IΓ,s =

m
⊕

j=1

Tw−

i,s
Σs ⊗ Tw+

i,s
Σs.

Let ΣSΓ
→ SΓ be a family of nodal curves of the same combinatorial type Γ, with

nodal points (w±
SΓ,j

)mi=1. A holomorphic system of local coordinates for the i-th node

is a holomorphic map κi from a neighborhood Ui,± of the zero section in Ii,±S to
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ΣS which is an isomorphism onto its image and induces the identity at any point
in the zero section. Given a holomorphic system of coordinates for each node κ =
(κ+

1 , κ
−
1 , . . . , κ

+
m, κ

−
m) the gluing construction (2) produces a family ΣS → S over an

open neighborhood S of the zero section in the bundle I → SΓ of gluing parameters.

Theorem 2.1.2. [22, Proposition 2.4] If ΣΓ,S is a family giving a universal defor-
mation of fixed type, then ΣS is a universal deformation of any of its fibers, and in
particular is independent up to isomorphism of deformations of the choice of local
coordinates κ.

The following properties of universal deformations of stable curves will be used later:

Theorem 2.1.3. [22, Lemma 2.7] For any universal deformation (ΣS , ϕ), the action
of automorphisms Aut(Σ) of Σ extends to an action of Aut(Σ) on ΣS, possibly after
shrinking S. For any universal deformation, there exists a neighborhood of the cen-
tral fiber such that any two fibers ΣS contained in the neighborhood are isomorphic,
if and only if they are related by an automorphism of Σ.

If Σ is not stable, then the above construction produces a minimal versal defor-
mation of Σ. That is, ΣS → S is versal, and any other versal deformation given by
a family Σ′

S′ → S′ is obtained by pull-back by a map S′ → S.

Algebraic families of connected stable nodal curves with genus g and n markings
form the objects of a smooth Deligne-Mumford stack M g,n [6] which admits a coarse
moduli space with the structure of a normal projective variety. The maps Def(Σ) →
Mg,n, s 7→ [Σs] (restricted to a neighborhood of 0) provide Mg,n with an atlas of
holomorphic orbifold charts.

2.2. Stratified-smooth families of stable curves. We extend the definition of
families and deformations to smooth and stratified-smooth settings. Given a family
ΣS → S of compact complex nodal curves, let

S =
⋃

SΓ, SΓ = {s ∈ S, Γ(Σs) = Γ}
denote the stratification by combinatorial type of the fiber. It follows from the gluing
construction of the previous section that if ΣS → S is a family giving a universal
deformation, then each SΓ is a smooth manifold, and the restriction ΣΓ,SΓ

of ΣSΓ

to SΓ gives a universal deformation of fixed type Γ. By a smooth family of curves of
fixed type Γ we mean a fiber bundle ΣΓ,SΓ

→ SΓ with fibers of type Γ and smoothly
varying complex structure. In the nodal case, it is obtained from a smooth family of
smooth holomorphic curves, identified using a collection of pairs of smooth sections
(nodes).

Lemma 2.2.1. Holomorphic universal deformations of fixed type are also universal
in the category of smooth deformations of Σ. That is, let ΣS → S,ϕ be a universal
holomorphic deformation of fixed type of a nodal curve Σ. Any smooth deformation
Σ′
S′ → S′, ϕ′ of nodal curves of fixed type is obtained by pull-back ΣS → S by a

smooth map S′ → S.
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Proof. By the construction of local slices for the action of diffeomorphisms in [8],
[20, Chapter 9]. �

Similarly we can define continuous families of holomorphic curves, which corre-
spond to continuous maps S′ → S to the parameter space S for a universal holo-
morphic deformation. The following spells out the definition without reference to
the universal holomorphic deformation.

Definition 2.2.2. Let Γ0,Γ1 be graphs. A simple contraction τ is a pair of maps
Vert(τ) : Vert(Γ0) → Vert(Γ1) and a bijection Edge(τ) : Edge(Γ0) → Edge(Γ1)∪{∅}
such that Γ1 is obtained from Γ0 identifying the head and tail of the contracting
edge e such that Edge(τ)(e) = ∅. A contraction is a sequence of simple contractions.

Definition 2.2.3. A continuous family of nodal holomorphic curves consists of
topological spaces ΣS , a surjection ΣS → S, and a collection of (possibly nodal)
holomorphic structures jΣs on the fibers Σs, s ∈ S, which vary continuously in s in
the following sense: for every s0 ∈ S there exists for s in a neighborhood of s0 of
some combinatorial type Γ,

(a) contractions τs : Γ(Σs0) → Γ, constant in s ∈ SΓ;
(b) for every node {w±

i } collapsed under τs, a pair of local coordinates κ±i :

W±
i → C

(c) for every component Σs0,i of Σs0, a real number ǫs > 0 and maps

φi,s : Σs0,i − ∪w±

k ∈Σs0,i,τs(w±

k )=∅(κ
±
k )−1(Bǫs) → Σs,τs(i)

such that

(a) for any s, the images of the maps φi,s cover Σs;
(b) for any nodal point w±

k of Σs joining components Σs,i±(k), there exists a

constant λs ∈ C
∗ such that (κ+

k ◦ φ−1
s,i+(k)

◦ φs,i−(k) ◦ (κ−k )−1)(z) = λsz, if the

former is defined, and λs → 0 as s→ s0.
(c) for any smooth z ∈ Σs0,i, lims→s0(φi,s(z)) = z;
(d) φ∗i,sjΣs,τs(i)

converges to jΣs0,i uniformly in all derivatives on compact sets;

(e) if zi is contained in Σs0,k, then zi = lims→s0 φ
−1
s,k(zi,s).

A stratified-smooth family of curves is a continuous family ΣS → S over a stratified
base S =

⋃

Γ SΓ such that the restriction ΣSΓ
of ΣS to SΓ is a smooth family of fixed

type Γ. A stratified-smooth deformation of a nodal curve Σ is a germ of a stratified-
smooth family of nodal curves ΣS equipped with an isomorphism of the central fiber
Σ0 with Σ. A universal stratified-smooth deformation of Σ is a deformation with
the property that any other stratified-smooth deformation Σ′

S′ → S′ is obtained by
pull-back by maps ψ : S′ → S, φ : Σ ×S S

′ → Σ′
S′ , and any two isomorphisms φ, φ′

inducing the identity on Σ are equal.
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Any universal holomorphic deformation is also a universal stratified-smooth de-
formation, essentially by Lemma 2.2.1. In the stratified-smooth setting, the analog
of Theorem 2.1.3 fails and we need an additional definition:

Definition 2.2.4. A universal stratified-smooth deformation (π : ΣS → S, φ) is
strongly universal if π is a universal deformation of any of its fibers, and two fibers
of π are isomorphic, if and only if they are related by the action of Aut(Σ).

The construction of universal deformations extends to the smooth setting as fol-
lows. Let ΣSΓ

→ SΓ be a smooth family of curves of fixed type Γ. A smooth system
of local coordinates for the i-th node of ΣSΓ

is a smooth map κi from a neighborhood
Ui,± of the zero section in Ii,± to ΣSΓ

which is an isomorphism onto its image and
induces the identity at zero. Given a universal deformation (ΣSΓ

→ SΓ, ϕ) of fixed
type Γ and a smooth system of local coordinates, applying the gluing construction
(2) gives a smooth family ΣS → S over an open neighborhood S of 0 in Def(Σ).

Theorem 2.2.5. Let Σ be a stable curve. The family ΣS → S ⊂ Def(Σ) constructed
by gluing from a family ΣΓ,S → S ⊂ DefΓ(Σ) of fixed type, using any smooth family
of local coordinates κ near the nodes, gives a strongly universal stratified-smooth
deformation of Σ.

Proof. Let Σκ
Sκ → Sκ be a family constructed via gluing using a smooth family of

local coordinates κ as in (2), and ΣS → S a universal deformation using a holo-
morphic family of local coordinates by the same construction (2). By universality,
there exists a map ψ : Sκ → S so that Σψ(s)

∼= Σκ
s . It suffices to show that ψ

is a diffeomorphism on each stratum. Consider the canonical map from TδS
κ to

Def(Σδ), which maps an infinitesimal change in the parameter space Sκ to the cor-
responding infinitesimal deformation of Σδ, which we identify with an element of
Ω0(Σδ,End(TΣδ)). Let U ⊂ Σδ denote the gluing region, that is, the image of the
union of domains of the local coordinates. The deformations generated by the glu-
ing parameters are supported in the gluing region U . On the other hand, linearly
independent deformations of fixed type DefΓ(Σ) generate deformations of the glued
curve that are linearly independent on Σδ −U , for sufficiently small U . (The gener-
ated deformations will not vanish on U , because of the varying local coordinates.)
Thus the map DefΓ(Σ) → Ω0(Σ − U,End(TΣ)|Σ − U) is injective; it follows that
TSκ → Def(Σδ) is injective, hence an isomorphism by a dimension count. This
shows that the map Sκ → S is a covering. Let κt be a family of local coordinates
interpolating between κ and a holomorphic family. The corresponding family ψt
interpolates between the identity and ψ. Since each ψt is a covering and ψ0 is the
identity, each ψt is a diffeomorphism. �

The strongly universal deformations above defined using smooth families of local
coordinates provide smooth orbifold charts on M g,n. Since the space of local coordi-
nates is convex, one can construct the local coordinates for each stratum compatibly.
Namely, let Γ′ be a combinatorial type degenerating to Γ. Local coordinates for the
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nodes of Mg,n,Γ induce local coordinates for Mg,n,Γ′ , in a neighborhood of Mg,n,Γ,
via the gluing construction (2).

Definition 2.2.6. A compatible system of local coordinates for M g,n is a system of
local coordinates for the nodes of each stratum Mg,n,Γ, so that the local coordinates
on any stratum Mg,n,Γ′ are induced from those on Mg,n,Γ, in a neighborhood of
Mg,n,Γ.

Compatible systems of local coordinates can be constructed by induction on the
dimension of Mg,n,Γ, using convexity on the space of local coordinates in Remark
2.1.1.

One can modify the gluing construction above by choosing a different smooth
structure on the space of gluing parameters. In the language of Hofer, Wysocki and
Zehnder [13, Appendix],

Definition 2.2.7. A gluing profile is a diffeomorphism ϕ : (0, 1] → [0,∞). The
diffeomorphism given by ϕ(δ) = −1 + 1/δ will be called the standard gluing profile;
ϕ(δ) = e1/δ − e will be called the exponential gluing profile, and ϕ(δ) = − ln(δ) the
logarithmic gluing profile.

The set of gluing profiles naturally forms a partially ordered set: Write ϕ1 ≥ ϕ0

and say ϕ1 is softer than ϕ0 if ϕ−1
1 ϕ0 extends to a diffeomorphism of [0, 1]. Write

ϕ1 > ϕ0 and say that ϕ1 is strictly softer than ϕ0 if the derivatives of ϕ−1
1 ϕ0 :

[0, 1] → [0, 1] vanish at 0. The exponential gluing profile, standard gluing profile,
and logarithmic gluing profile form a decreasingly soft sequence in this partial order.

Fix a gluing profile ϕ, and consider once again the gluing construction.

Definition 2.2.8. Given a nodal curve Σ with local coordinates κ near the nodes,
and a collection of gluing parameters δ = (δ1, . . . , δm), the glued curve Σ(δ, ϕ) is
defined by gluing together small disks:

(4) Σδ,ϕ,κ :=

(

k
⋃

i=1

Σi − {w±
1 , . . . , w

±
m}
)

/ ∼

where the equivalence relation ∼ is given by

z ∼ (κ+
i )−1(exp(−ϕ(|δi|) −

√
−1 arg(δi))/κ

−
i (z), , z ∈ U−

i , i = 1, . . . ,m.

More generally, given a family ΣSΓ
→ SΓ of curves of constant combinatorial type

Γ and a system of local coordinates near the nodes κ, the construction (4) produces
a family of curves Σκ,ϕ

Sκ,ϕ → Sκ,ϕ where Sκ,ϕ is the product of S with the space of
gluing parameters.

Let Σ be a compact, complex nodal curve. For any gluing profile ϕ and any col-
lection κ of local coordinates near the nodes, the family Σκ,ϕ

Sκ,ϕ → Sκ,ϕ is a stratified-
smooth strongly universal deformation, since it is so for the standard gluing profile.
Let κ = (κΓ) be a compatible system of local coordinates near the nodes, for each
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combinatorial type Γ. Each stratified-smooth universal deformation above defines a
classifying map

(5) Sκ,ϕ/Aut(Σ) →Mg,n, s 7→ [Σs]

which is a homeomorphism onto its image, possibly after shrinking the parameter
space Sκ,ϕ. (To obtain a precise meaning for “classifying map” it is necessary to
pass to the stack-theoretic viewpoint, which we do not discuss here.) The maps (5)
provide Mg,n with a compatible set of stratified-smooth orbifold charts, since the
transition maps are the identity on the space of gluing parameters by construction,
and smooth on each stratum. We denote by M

κ,ϕ
g,n the smooth structure on Mg,n

defined by the system of local coordinates κ near the nodes and the gluing profile ϕ;
the use of this smooth structure seems to have been suggested by Hofer. It seems
that these smooth structures might depend on the choice of κ, except in the case of
the logarithmic gluing profile, in which case one has a canonical smooth structure.

The forgetful maps with respect to these non-standard smooth structures have
regularity properties that are worse than those with respect to the standard smooth
structure. For 2g + n > 3 we have forgetful morphisms fi : Mg,n → M g,n−1 by
forgetting the i-th marking and collapsing unstable components. There are two
possibilities: a genus zero component with one marking and two nodes is replaced
by a point; a genus zero component with two markings and one node is replaced
by a single marking. For any gluing profile, the maps fi are smooth away from
the locus where collapsing occurs. We say a local coordinate on a genus zero curve
is standard if it extends to an isomorphism with the projective line. The forgetful
morphism fi is smooth near the locus of one node, two marking components if the
local coordinates are standard and δ 7→ exp(ϕ(δ))−1 is smooth, that is, ϕ is at least
as hard as the logarithmic gluing profile. The forgetful morphism fi is smooth near
the locus of curves containing components with two nodes and one marking if the
map δ1, δ2 7→ ϕ−1(ϕ(δ1) + ϕ(δ2)) is smooth. For example, in the logarithmic gluing
profile we have (δ1, δ2) 7→ δ1δ2, which is smooth, while for the standard gluing profile
collapsing a component gives the map (δ1, δ2) 7→ δ1δ2/(δ1 + δ2) in the local gluing
parameters, which is not smooth.

3. Deformations of holomorphic maps from curves

This section reviews the construction of stratified-smooth universal deformations
for stable (pseudo)holomorphic maps. The proof relies on a gluing theorem, of the
sort given by Ruan-Tian [21]; our approach follows that of McDuff-Salamon [15] who
treat the genus zero case. A different set-up for gluing is described in Fukaya-Oh-
Ohta-Ono [9], and explained in more detail in Abouzaid [1]. The gluing construction
gives rise to charts for the moduli space of regular stable maps.

3.1. Stable maps. Let (X,ω) be a compact symplectic manifold and J (X) the
space of compatible almost complex structures on X. Let J ∈ J (X).
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Definition 3.1.1. A marked nodal J-holomorphic map to X consists of a nodal
curve Σ, a collection z = (z1, . . . , zn) of distinct, smooth points on Σ, and a J-
holomorphic map u : Σ → X. An isomorphism of marked nodal maps from
(Σ0, z0, u0) to (Σ1, z1, u1) is an isomorphism of nodal curves ψ : Σ0 → Σ1 such
that ψ(z0,i) = z1,i for i = 1, . . . , n and u1 ◦ψ = u0. A marked nodal map (Σ, u, z) is
stable if it has finite automorphism group or equivalently each component Σi of genus
zero resp. one for which ui is constant has at least three resp. one special (nodal or
marked) point. The homology class of stable map u : Σ → X is u∗[Σ] ∈ H2(X,Z).

A continuous family of J-holomorphic maps over a topological space S is a con-
tinuous family of nodal curves ΣS → S (see Definition 2.2.3) and a continuous map
uS : ΣS → X which is fiberwise holomorphic. That is, for each s0 ∈ S and each
nearby combinatorial type Γ we have

(a) a sequence of contractions τs : Γ(Σs0) → Γ, constant in s ∈ SΓ;
(b) for every node {w±

i } collapsed under τs, a pair of local coordinates κ±i :

W±
i → C

(c) for every component Σs0,i of Σs0, a real number ǫs > 0 converging to 0 as
s→ s0 and maps

φi,s : Σs0,i − ∪w±

k ∈Σs0,i,τs(w±

k )=∅(κ
±
k )−1(Bǫs) → Σs,τs(i)

such that

(a) for any s, the images of the maps φi,s cover Σs;

(b) for any nodal point w±
k of Σs joining components Σs,i±(k), there exists a

constant λs ∈ C
∗ such that (κ+

k ◦ φ−1
s,i+(k)

◦ φs,i−(k) ◦ (κ−k )−1)(z) = λsz where

defined, and λs → 0 as s→ s0;
(c) for any smooth z ∈ Σs0,i, lims→s0(φi,s(z)) = z;
(d) φ∗i,sjΣs,τs(i)

converges to jΣs0,i uniformly in all derivatives on compact sets;

(e) if zi is contained in Σs0,k, then zi = lims→s0 φ
−1
s,k(zi,s);

(f) φ∗i,sus converges to us0 uniformly in all derivatives on compact sets.

Remark 3.1.2. It follows from the assumption that uS : ΣS → X is continuous that
the homology class us,∗[Σs] is locally constant in s ∈ S. Indeed continuity implies
that for s sufficiently close to s0, uS is homotopic to a map of the form vS ◦γS where
γs : ΣS → Σs0 is a map to the central fiber Σs0 which collapses the gluing regions
to the node. Since each γs = γS |Σs maps [Σs] to [Σs0], the claim follows.

In particular, taking S to be the topological space given as the closure of the set S∗

of rational numbers of the form 1/i, i ∈ Z>0, we say that a sequence of holomorphic
maps ui : Σi → X Gromov converges if it extends to a continuous family over S. To
state the Gromov compactness theorem, recall that the energy of a map u : Σ → X
is

E(u) =
1

2

∫

|du|2.
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Theorem 3.1.3 (Gromov compactness). Let X,ω, J be as above. Any sequence ui :
Σi → X of stable holomorphic maps with bounded energy has a Gromov convergent
subsequence. Furthermore, the limit is unique.

For references and discussion, see for example [14, Theorem 1.8]. The definition of
Gromov convergence passes naturally to equivalence classes of stable maps. A subset
C of Mg,n(X, d) is Gromov closed if any sequence in C has a limit point in C, and
Gromov open if its complement is closed. The Gromov open sets form a topology
for which any convergent sequence is Gromov convergent, by an argument using [15,
Lemma 5.6.5]. Furthermore, any convergent sequence has a unique limit. Gromov
compactness implies that for any E > 0, the union of Mg,n(X, d) over d ∈ H2(X,Z)
with (d, [ω]) < E is a compact, Hausdorff space.

Definition 3.1.4. Let X,ω, J be as above. A stratified-smooth family of nodal J-
holomorphic maps over a space S is a pair (ΣS , uS) of a stratified-smooth family
of nodal curves ΣS → S together with a continuous map uS : ΣS → X such
that the restriction us of u to any fiber Σs is holomorphic, and the restriction
of uS to any stratum ΣSΓ

is smooth. A stratified-smooth deformation of a stable
J-holomorphic map (Σ, u) is a germ of a stratified-smooth family (ΣS , uS) together
with an isomorphism of nodal curves ι : Σ0 → Σ such that ι∗u = u0. A deformation
(ΣS , uS , ι) of (Σ, u) is versal if any other (germ of) family of marked, nodal curves
(Σ′,Σ0) → (S′, 0) is induced from a map ψ : S′ → S in the sense that there exists
an isomorphism φ : Σ′ → Σ ×S S

′ in a neighborhood of the central fiber Σ0, and u′

is obtained by composing projection on the first factor with u. A versal deformation
is universal if the map φ above is the unique map inducing the identity on Σ0.

3.2. Smooth universal deformations of regular stable maps of fixed com-

binatorial type. Let u : Σ → X be a stable map. For p > 2 define a fiber bundle
E → B by

B = J (Σ) × Map(Σ,X)1,p, Ej,u = Ω0,1(Σ, u∗TX)0,p,

where the latter is the space of (0, 1)-forms with respect to the pair (j, J). Consider
the Cauchy-Riemann section,

∂ : B → E , (j, u) 7→ ∂ju, ∂ju =
1

2
(du ◦ j − Ju ◦ du).

Let

ev : B → X2m, u 7→ (u(w−
1 ), u(w+

1 ), . . . , u(w−
m), u(w+

m))

denote the map evaluating at the nodal points. The space of stable maps of type
Γ is given as (∂, ev)−1(0 × ∆m) where ∆ ⊂ X × X is the diagonal. To obtain a
Fredholm map, we quotient by diffeomorphisms of Σ, or equivalently, restrict to a
minimal versal deformation ΣS → S of Σ of fixed type. This means that for each
ζ ∈ DefΓ(Σ) near 0 we have a complex structure j(ζ) on Σ, which we may assume
agrees with j = j(0) near the nodes. Then the Cauchy-Riemann section induces a
map

DefΓ(Σ) × Ω0(Σ, u∗TX) → E .
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Linearizing the Cauchy-Riemann section, together with the differences at the nodes,
gives rise to a Fredholm operator

D̃u : DefΓ(Σ) × Ω0(Σ, u∗TX) → Ω0,1(Σ, u∗TX) ⊕
m
⊕

i=1

u(w±
i )∗TX

(6)

D̃u(ζ, ξ) :=

(

π0,1
Σ (∇ξ − 1

2
J(u)duDj(ζ) − 1

2
Ju(∇ξJ)u∂u)), (ξ(w

+
i ) − ξ(w−

i ))mi=1

)

given by the linearized Cauchy-Riemann operator on each component, and the dif-
ference of the values of the section at the nodes w±

1 , . . . , w
±
m. The map u = (Σ, u, z)

is regular if D̃u is surjective. This is independent of the choice of representatives
j(ζ): any two such choices j′(ζ), j(ζ) are related by a diffeomorphism of Σ. The
space of infinitesimal deformations of u of fixed type is

DefΓ(u) = ker(D̃u)/ aut(Σ).

The space of infinitesimal deformations of u is

Def(u) = DefΓ(u) ⊕
m
⊕

i=1

Tw+
j
Σ ⊗ Tw−

j
Σ

where Γ is the type of u.

Theorem 3.2.1. Let X,ω, J be as above. A regular marked nodal J-holomorphic
map u = (Σ, u, z) admits a strongly universal deformation (ΣS, uS , zS) with param-
eter space S ⊂ DefΓ(u) of fixed type if and only if u is stable.

Proof. Let (Σ, u) be a stable map to X and ΣS → S ⊂ DefΓ(Σ) a minimal versal
deformation of Σ of fixed type constructed in (2). We may write any map C0-close
to u as expu(ξ) for some ξ ∈ Ω0(Σ, u∗TX). Let Ψu(ξ) : u∗TX → expu(ξ)

∗TX
denote parallel transport along geodesics with respect to the Hermitian connection
∇̃ = ∇ − 1

2J(∇J); here ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection, see [15, Chapter 2]. This
defines an isomorphism

(7) Ψu(ξ)
−1 : Ω0,1

j (Σ, expu(ξ)
∗TX) → Ω0,1

j (Σ, u∗TX).

where subscript j denotes the space of 0, 1-forms taken with respect to the complex
structure j on Σ. There is an isomorphism of Ω0,1

j(ζ)(Σ, u
∗TX) with Ω0,1

j (Σ, u∗TX)

given by composing the inclusion

Ω0,1
j(ζ)(Σ, u

∗TX) → Ω1(Σ, u∗TX)C = Ω1(Σ;u∗TX) ⊗R C

with the projection Ω1(Σ;u∗TX) ⊗R C → Ω0,1
j (Σ, u∗TX). We denote by

Ψj(ζ) : Ω0,1
j (Σ, u∗TX) → Ω0,1

j(ζ)(Σ, u
∗TX)

the resulting map; one can think of this as a connection over the space of complex
structures on Σ on the bundle whose fiber is the space of 0, 1-forms with respect to
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j(ζ). By composing Ψu(ξ)
−1 and Ψj(ζ)

−1 we obtain an identification

(8) Ψj,u(ζ, ξ)
−1 : Ω0,1

j(ζ)(Σ, expu(ξ)
∗TX) → Ω0,1

j (Σ, u∗TX).

Define

Fu : DefΓ(Σ) × Ω0(Σ, u∗TX) → Ω0,1
j (Σ, u∗TX)

(ζ, ξ) 7→ Ψj,u(ζ, ξ)
−1(∂j(ζ)(expu(ξ))).

The operator D̃u is the linearization of Fu. The implicit function theorem implies
that if u is regular then the zero set of Fu is modelled locally on a neighborhood
of 0 in ker(D̃u). Furthermore, by elliptic regularity the zero set consists entirely of
smooth J-holomorphic maps [15, Section B.4]. Thus we obtain a smooth family of

stable maps in a neighborhood of 0 in ker(D̃u). The action of Aut(u) on the space
of stable maps with domain Σ induces an inclusion of the Lie algebra aut(u) into

ker(D̃u). Restricting to DefΓ(u), identified with a complement of aut(Σ) (that is, a
slice for the Aut(u) action) gives a family (ΣS , uS) → S ⊂ DefΓ(u) of fixed type.
The family (ΣS , uS), together with the canonical identification ι of the central fiber
with Σ, is a universal smooth deformation of fixed type. Indeed, another smooth
family (ΣS′ , uS′) over a base S′ is in particular a deformation of the underlying
curve. After shrinking S′, each fiber of (Σs′ , u

′
s′) corresponds to a zero of Fu, and so

lies in the image of the map given by the implicit function theorem. The uniqueness
part of the implicit function theorem gives a smooth map ψ : S′ → DefΓ(u) and
an identification ΣS′ → ψ∗ΣS. Any two such maps inducing the same map on the
central fiber are close in a neighborhood of the central fiber. Since the automorphism
groups of the central fibre are discrete, any automorphism group is discrete. Thus
any two such automorphisms defined in a neighborhood of the central fiber, and
equal on the central fiber must be equal in a neighborhood of the central fiber. This
shows that the identification is unique, so that the deformation given by the gluing
construction is universal.

If u is not stable, then it has no universal deformation since the identification with
the central fiber is unique only up to a continuous family of automorphisms. �

Let M reg
g,n,Γ(X, d) denote the moduli space of regular stable maps of combinatorial

type Γ. A family uS over S ⊂ DefΓ(u) induces a map

(9) S →M reg
g,n,Γ(X, d), s 7→ [us]

where [us] denotes the isomorphism class of us : Σs → X.

Theorem 3.2.2. For any g, n, d and combinatorial type Γ with m nodes, M reg
g,n,Γ(X, d)

has the structure of a smooth orbifold of dimension (1−g)(dim(X)−6)+2(c1(TX), d)−
2m+ 2n, with tangent space at [u] isomorphic to DefΓ(u).

Proof. By Theorem 3.2.1, the maps (9) for families giving universal deformations are
homeomorphisms onto their image and provide compatible charts. The dimension
formula follows from Riemann-Roch: The index of D̃u may be deformed to a complex
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linear operator by homotoping the zero-th order terms (which define a compact
operator) to zero. �

3.3. Constructing stratified-smooth deformations of varying type. The main
result of this section is Theorem 1.0.1, which is probably well-known, cf. [19], [21],
but for which we could not find an explicit reference. The theorem itself will not
be used, but the estimates involved in the proof will be needed later for the corre-
sponding result for vortices. The proof uses a gluing construction for holomorphic
maps, which produces from a smooth family of holomorphic maps of fixed type, a
stratified-smooth family of maps of varying type.

Step 1: Approximate Solution

Definition 3.3.1. Let Σ be a compact, complex nodal curve. A gluing datum for
Σ consists of

(a) a collection of gluing parameters δ = (δ1, . . . , δm) in the bundle I of (3);
(b) local coordinates κ±j near the nodes w±

j for j = 1, . . . ,m;

(c) a parameter ρ which describes the width of the annulus on which the gluing
of maps is performed;

(d) a gluing profile ϕ, see Definition 2.2.7;
(e) a smooth cutoff function

(10) α : C → [0, 1], α(z) =

{

0 |z| ≤ 1
1 |z| ≥ 2

}

.

We first treat the case that ϕ is the standard gluing profile. Let a gluing datum
be given, and Σδ denote the glued curve from (2). Let u : Σ → X be a holomorphic
map. Near each node wk let i±(k) denote the components on either side of wk. In
the neighborhoods U±

k (assuming they have been chosen sufficiently small) define
maps

ξ±k : U±
k → Txk

X, ui±(k)(z) = expxk
(ξ±k (z))

where xk = u(wk) and expxk
: Txk

X → X denotes geodesic exponentiation. Given a
holomorphic map u : Σ → X, and a gluing datum (δ, κ, ρ, ϕ, α) define the pre-glued
map by interpolating between the maps on the various components using the given
cutoff function and local coordinates: uδ = u(z) for z /∈ ∪kU±

k and otherwise

(11) uδ(z) = expxk
(α(κ±k (z)/ρ|δk |1/2)ξ±k (z)) z ∈ U±

k .

Remark 3.3.2. The same formula but with domain Σ (not the glued curve) defines
an intermediate map uδ0 : Σ → X which is constant near the nodes. The right inverse

of D̃uδ
0

will be used in the gluing construction.

First we estimate the failure of uδ to satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equation. Define
on Σδ the C0-metric g by the identification

(12) Σδ = Σ −
⋃

k,±

κ±k (B|δk |1/2(0))/
(

κ+
k (∂B|δk |1/2(0)) ∼ κ−k (∂B|δk |1/2(0))

)
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Figure 1. Continuous metric on a glued curve

using a Kähler metric on Σ, see Figure 1. The generalized Sobolev spaces W l,p with
respect to this metric are defined for p ≥ 1 and integers l ∈ {0, 1}, see [2] or [3]. For
any vector bundle E we denote by Ω(Σδ, E)l,p,δ the space of W l,p forms with values
in E. If p = ∞ the norm is independent of δ and we drop it from the notation.
Let ‖ · ‖k,p,δ denote the Sobolev W k,p-norm on Ω0(Σδ, uδ,∗TX) defined using the
δ-dependent metric (12).

Proposition 3.3.3. Suppose that u : Σ → X is a stable map, and uδ : Σδ → X
is the pre-glued map defined in (11), defined for δ sufficiently small. There is a
constant c and an ǫ > 0 such that if ‖δ‖ < ǫ, ρ > 1/ǫ, and |δk|2ρ < ǫ, k = 1, . . . ,m
then

‖∂uδ‖p0,p,δ ≤ c

m
∑

k=1

(|δk|1/2ρ)2.

Proof. Compare with McDuff-Salamon [15, Chapter 10]. The error term ∂u(δ) can
be estimated by terms of two types; those involving derivatives of the cutoff functions
and those involving derivatives of the map ξk. The derivative of expxk

is approxi-

mately the identity near the node. The derivatives of α grow like 1/ρ|δk|1/2, while
the norm of ξ±k is bounded by a constant times ρ|δk|1/2 on the gluing region. The
term involving the derivatives of α is bounded and supported on a region of area
less than πρ2|δk| for each node. The derivatives of ξ±k are also uniformly bounded,
and the area bound gives the required estimate. �

Let ΣS → S with S ⊂ DefΓ(Σ) be a family giving a minimal versal deformation
of Σ of fixed type, and ΣSδ(δ) → Sδ ⊂ Def(Σδ) a family giving a minimal versal

deformation of Σδ. The gluing construction (2) applied to the family ΣS produces
a map

(13) DefΓ(Σ) → J (Σδ), ζ 7→ jδ(ζ)

which maps any deformation of the original curve to the corresponding deformation
of the glued curve. In other words, any variation of complex structure on Σ of
fixed type induces a variation of complex structure on Σδ. Similarly, for any ξ ∈
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Ω0(Σ, u∗TX) we obtain an element ξδ ∈ Ω0(Σδ, u∗TX) by interpolating between the
components as in (??).

Proposition 3.3.4. Suppose that u, uδ are as above, and (ζ, ξ) ∈ DefΓ(u). There
is a constant c and an ǫ > 0 such that if ‖δ‖ < ǫ, ρ > 1/ǫ, ‖ζ‖ + ‖ξ‖1,p ≤ ǫ, and
|δk|2ρ < ǫ for k = 1, . . . ,m then

‖∂jδ(ζ) expuδ(ξδ)‖p0,p,δ ≤ c

m
∑

k=1

(|δk|1/2ρ)2.

Step 2: Uniformly bounded right inverse

We wish to show that the map in Proposition 3.3.4 can be corrected to obtain a
holomorphic map. Define

(14) Fδ
u : DefΓ(Σ) × Ω0(Σδ, uδ,∗TX) → Ω0,1(Σδ, uδ,∗TX)

(ζ, ξ) 7→ Ψj,uδ(ζ, ξ)−1(∂jδ(ζ)(expuδ(ξ))).

Here the operator Ψj,uδ is as in (8). Let D̃δ
u(ξ) be the associated linear operator,

that is, the linearization of (14) at ξ. This operator naturally extends to a map from
Sobolev 1, p-completion of the second factor of the domain to the 0, p-completion
of the codomain. We denote by D̃δ

u := D̃δ
u(0). We will construct an approximate

inverse

(15) Tδ : Ω0,1(Σδ, uδ,∗TX) → DefΓ(Σ) ⊕ Ω0(Σδ, uδ,∗TX)

to D̃δ
u. The construction depends on a carefully chosen cutoff function:

Lemma 3.3.5. [15, Section 10.3] For any δ > 0, ρ > 1 there exists a function
βρ,δ : R

2 → [0, 1] that satisfies

βρ,δ(z) =

{

0 |z| ≤
√

δ/ρ

1 |z| ≥ √
δρ

and for all ξ ∈W 1,p(Bρ|δk |) satisfying ξ(0) = 0

(16) ‖(∇βρ,δ)ξ‖0,p ≤ c log(ρ2)−1+1/p‖ξ‖1,p, ‖βρ,δ‖1,2 ≤ C log(ρ2)−1/2.

Recall the map u0 from Remark 3.3.2.

Lemma 3.3.6. For sufficiently small δ there exists a right inverse Quδ
0

of D̃uδ
0

with

image the L2-perpendicular of the kernel of D̃uδ
0
.

Proof. Consider the maps defined by parallel transport using the modified Levi-
Civita connection, Πu

uδ
0

: Ω0(Σ, (uδ0)
∗TX) → Ω0(Σ, u∗TX) and Ψu

uδ
0

: Ω0,1(Σ, (uδ0)
∗TX) →

Ω0,1(Σ, u∗TX). The operator Ψu
uδ
0
D̃uδ

0
(Πu

uδ
0
)−1 approaches the operator D̃u as δ → 0,

c.f. [15, Remark 10.2.2]. The statement of the lemma follows. �
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Define the approximate right inverse for D̃δ
u by composing the right inverse Quδ

0

with a cutoff and extension operator: Tδ := PδQuδ
0
Kδ, defined as follows. The cutoff

operator

Kδ : Ω0,1(Σδ, uδ,∗TX)0,p,δ → Ω0,1(Σ, uδ,∗0 TX)0,p

is defined by

(Kδ(η))(z) =

{

η(z) z /∈ ⋃k,±B|δk|1/2(w±
k )

0 otherwise
.

We have ‖Kδη‖0,p ≤ ‖η‖0,p,δ by definition of the 0, p, δ norm. The extension operator

Pδ : DefΓ(Σ) ⊕ Ω0(Σ, uδ0 ∗ TX)1,p,δ → Def(Σδ) ⊕ Ω0(Σδ, uδ,∗TX)1,p,δ

is defined as follows. For each component Σi let Σ∗
i denote the complements of small

balls around the nodes

Σ∗
i = Σi −

⋃

l,w±

l ∈Σi

B|δl|1/2/ρ(w
±
l )

and the inclusion πi : Σ∗
i → Σδ induces a map πi,∗ : Ω0(Σ∗

i , u
∗
i TX) → Ω0(Σδ, uδ,∗TX)0,p.

Define
Pδ(ζ, ξ) = (ζδ, ξδ)

where ζδ is the image of ζ under the gluing map (13) and ξδ is obtained by patching
together the sections ξ; on the gluing region arising from gluing the k-th node wk
the section ξδ is given by the sum

πi+(k),∗βρ,δk(ξi+(k) − ξ(wk)) + πi−(k),∗βρ,δk(ξi−(k) − ξ(wk)) + ξ(wk).

Fix a metric ‖ · ‖ on the finite-dimensional space DefΓ(Σ) and define

‖(ζ, ξ)‖1,p,δ =
(

‖ζ‖p + ‖ξ‖p1,p,δ
)1/p

.

Proposition 3.3.7. Let u : Σ → X be a stable map. There exist constants c, C > 0
such that if ‖δ‖ < c then the approximate inverse Tδ of (15) satisfies

‖(D̃δ
uTδ − I)η‖0,p,δ ≤

1

2
‖η‖0,p,δ, ‖Tδ‖ < C.

Proof. By construction Tδ is an exact right inverse for D̃δ
u away from gluing region.

In the gluing region the variation of complex structure on the curve vanishes and
Dδ
u = Dxk

, the standard Cauchy-Riemann operator with values in Txk
X. So

D̃δ
uTδη − η =

∑

Dxk
βρ,δ(z)(ξi±(k)(z) − ξi±(k)(wk))

=
∑

(Dxk
β2;ρ,δ(z))ξi±(k)(z)

since Kδη = 0 on B|δ|1/2(0) in the components adjacent to the node. Since p > 2,
the 0, p, δ-norm of the right hand side is controlled by the ordinary Lp norm. By
(16) we have

‖D̃δ
uTδη − η‖0,p,δ ≤

∑

k

c| log(ρ)|2/p−2‖ξi±(k) − ξ(wk)‖1,p.
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The last factor is bounded by ‖Kδη‖0,p, by the uniform bound on Quδ
0
, and hence

‖η‖0,p,δ, by the uniform bound on Kδ. �

Define a right inverse Qδ to D̃δ
u by the formula

Qδ = Tδ(D̃
δ
uTδ)

−1 =
∑

k≥0

Tδ(D̃
δ
uTδ − I)k.

The uniform bound on Tδ from Lemma 3.3.7 implies a uniform bound on Qδ.

Step 3: Uniform quadratic estimate

Proposition 3.3.8. Let u : Σ → X be a stable map. For every constant c > 0 there
exist constants c0, δ0 > 0 such that if u ∈ Map(Σ,X)1,p, ξ ∈ Ω0(Σδ, uδ,∗TX)1,p

‖du‖0,p ≤ c0, ‖ξ‖L∞
≤ c0 ‖ζ‖ ≤ c0, ‖δ‖ < δ0

then

‖(DFδ
u(ζ, ξ, ζ1, ξ1) − D̃δ

u)(ζ1, ξ1)‖0,p,δ ≤ c‖ζ, ξ‖1,p,δ(‖ζ1, ξ1‖1,p,δ.

Here DFδ
u(ζ, ξ, ζ1, ξ1) denotes the derivative evaluated at ζ, ξ, applied to ζ1, ξ1. We

use similar notation throughout the discussion. The proof uses uniform estimates
on Sobolev embedding:

Lemma 3.3.9. There exists a constant c > 0 independent of δ such that the embed-
ding

Ω0(Σδ, uδ,∗TX)1,p,δ → Ω0(Σδ, uδ,∗TX)0,∞

has norm less than c.

Proof. One writes the Sobolev norms as a contribution from each component of the
curve Σ. Then on each piece, the metric near the boundary is uniformly comparable
with the flat metric. The claim then follows from [2, Chapter 4] which shows that
the constants in the Sobolev embeddings depend only on the dimensions of the cone
in the cone condition. �

Proof of Proposition. For simplicity we assume a single gluing parameter δ. Let

Ψδ,x
u (ζ, ξ) : Λ0,1T ∗

z Σδ ⊗ TxX → Λ0,1
jδ(ζ)

T ∗
z Σ ⊗ Texpx(ξ)X denote pointwise parallel

transport as in (7) using the parallel transport using the modified Levi-Civita con-
nection, and projecting onto the 0, 1-part of the form defined using the complex
structure jδ(ζ) obtained from gluing j(ζ), see (13). Let

Θδ,x
u (ζ, ξ, ζ1, ξ1; η) = ∇̃tΨ

δ,x
u (ζ + tζ1, ξ + tξ1)η.

For ξ, η sufficiently small there exists a constant c such that

(17) |Θδ,x
u (ζ, ξ, ζ1, ξ1; η)| ≤ c‖ξ, ζ‖‖ξ1, ζ1‖‖η‖

where the norms on the right-hand side are any norms on the finite dimensional
vector spaces TΣMg,n,Γ and TxX. This estimate is uniform in δ, for the variation
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in complex structure vanishes in a neighborhood of the nodes. Differentiate the
equation Ψδ

u(ζ, ξ)Fδ
u(ζ, ξ) = ∂jδ(ζ)(expuδ(ξ))) with respect to (ζ1, ξ1) to obtain

(18) Θuδ(ζ, ξ, ζ1, ξ1,Fδ
u(ζ, ξ)) + Ψδ

u(ζ, ξ)(DFδ
u(ζ, ξ, ζ1, ξ1)) =

D̃δ
u(ξ,Dj

δ(ζ, ζ1),D expuδ(ξ, ξ1)).

Using the pointwise inequality

|Fδ
u(ζ, ξ)| < c|dexpuδ(ξ)| < c(|duδ| + |∇ξ|)

for ζ, ξ sufficiently small, the estimate (17) on Φ produces a pointwise estimate

|(Ψδ
u)

−1(ξ)Θδ
u(ζ, ξ, ζ1, ξ1,Fδ

u(ζ, ξ))| ≤ c(|duδ| + |∇ξ|) |(ξ, ζ)| |(ξ1, ζ1)|.
Hence

(19) ‖Ψ−1
uδ (ξ)Θδ

u(ζ, ξ, ζ1, ξ1,Fδ
u(ζ, ξ))‖0,p

≤ c(1 + ‖duδ‖0,p + ‖∇ξ‖0,p)‖(ξ, ζ)‖0,∞‖(ξ1, ζ1)‖0,∞.

It follows that

(20) ‖Ψδ
u(ξ)

−1Θδ
u(ζ, ξ, ζ1, ξ1,Fδ

u(ζ, ξ))‖0,p ≤ c‖(ξ, ζ)‖1,p‖(ξ1, ζ1)‖1,p

since the W 1,p norm controls the L∞ norm by Lemma 3.3.9.

We next show that there exists a constant c > 0 such that uniformly in δ,
(21)

‖Ψuδ(ξ)−1D̃δ
u(ξ,Dj

δ(ζ, ζ1),D expuδ(ξ, ξ1)) − D̃δ
u(ζ1, ξ1)‖0,p ≤ c‖ζ, ξ‖1,p‖ζ1, ξ1‖1,p.

Indeed differentiate (14) to obtain

(22) D̃δ
u(ξ,Dj

δ(ζ, ζ1),D expuδ(ξ, ξ1)) = ∇0,1
jδ(ζ)

D expuδ(ξ, ξ1)−
1

2
π0,1
jδ(ζ)

Jexp
uδ (ξ)d expuδ(ξ)Djδ(ζ, ζ1)−Jexp

uδ (ξ)(∇D expu(ξ,ξ1)Jexp
uδ (ξ))∂ expuδ(ξ).

Hence

D̃δ
u(ξ,Dj

δ(ζ, ζ1),D expuδ(ξ, ξ1)) − Ψuδ(ξ)D̃δ
u(ζ1, ξ1) = Π1 + Π2 + Π3

where the three terms Π1,Π2,Π3 are

Π1 = ∇0,1
jδ(ζ)

D expuδ(ξ, ξ1) − Ψuδ(ξ)∇0,1
jδ(0)

ξ1

Π2 = −1

2
π0,1
jδ(ζ)

Jexpu(ξ)d expuδ(ξ)Djδ(ζ, ζ1) + Ψuδ(ξ)π
0,1
jδ(0)

1

2
JuδduδDjδ(0, ζ1)

Π3 = −1

2
Jexpu(ξ)(∇0,1

D exp
uδ (ξ,ξ1)Jexp

uδ (ξ))∂jδ(ζ) expuδ(ξ)+
1

2
Ψuδ(ξ)Juδ (∇ξ1Ju)∂jδ(0)u

δ.

The first difference has norm given by

(23) |π0,1
jδ(ζ)

(∇(D expuδ(ξ, ξ1)) − Ψuδ(ξ)∇ξ1)|

≤ |π0,1
jδ(ζ)

(∇(D expuδ(ξ, ξ1))−D expuδ(ξ,∇ξ1))|+|π0,1
jδ(ζ)

(D expuδ(ξ,∇ξ1)−Ψuδ(ξ)∇ξ1)|
≤ c|∇ξ||ξ1| + c(|ζ| + |ξ|)|∇ξ1| + c|duδ||ξ||ξ1|.
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We write for the second difference

(24) |π0,1
jδ(ζ)

(Jexp
uδ (ξ)d expuδ(ξ)Djδ(ζ, ζ1) − Ψuδ(ξ)Juδ duδDjδ(0, ζ1))|

≤ |π0,1
jδ(ζ)

(Jexp
uδ (ξ)d expuδ(ξ)Djδ(ζ, ζ1) − Jexp

uδ (ξ)Ψuδ(ξ)duδDjδ(0, ζ1))|+

|π0,1
jδ(ζ)

(Jexp
uδ (ξ)Ψuδ(ξ)duδDjδ(0, ζ1) − Ψuδ(ξ)Judu

δDjδ(0, ζ1))|
≤ c(|ζ| + |ξ| + |duδ| + |∇ξ|)||ζ1|.

The third term can be estimated pointwise by

|Jexp
uδ (ξ)(∇D exp

uδ (ξ,ξ1)Jexp
uδ (ξ))∂jδ(ζ) expuδ(ξ) − Ψuδ(ξ)Juδ (∇ξ1Juδ)∂jδ(0)u

δ|

≤ |Jexp
uδ (ξ)(∇D expu(ξ,ξ1)Jexp

uδ (ξ))∂jδ(ζ) expuδ(ξ)−Jexp
uδ (ξ)(∇D exp

uδ (ξ,ξ1)Jexp
uδ (ξ))∂jδ(0) expuδ(ξ)|

+|Jexp
uδ (ξ)(∇D expu(ξ,ξ1)Jexp

uδ (ξ))∂jδ(0) expuδ(ξ) − Ψuδ(ξ)Juδ (∇ξ1Juδ)∂jδ(0)u
δ|

≤ c|ζ|(|duδ| + |∇ξ|)|ξ1| + c(|duδ| + |∇ξ|)(|ξ1|)
for ξ sufficiently small. Combining these estimates and integrating, using the 0, p, δ-
norms on du, ∇ξ,∇ξ1 and the L∞ norms on the other factors and Lemma 3.3.9,
completes the proof. �

Step 4: Implicit Function Theorem

For any (ζ0, ξ0) ∈ DefΓ(u) we denote by ζδ0 the deformation of Σδ defined in (13)
and by ξδ0 the section of uδ,∗TX defined as in (11).

Theorem 3.3.10. Let u : Σ → X be a stable map. There exist constants ǫ0, ǫ1 > 0
such that for any (ζ0, ξ0, δ) ∈ ker D̃u × R

m of norm at most ǫ0, there is a unique

(ζ1, ξ1) = (D̃δ
u)

∗η1 of norm at most ǫ1 such that the map expuδ (ξδ0 + ξ) is jδ(ζ0 + ζ1)-
holomorphic, and depends smoothly on ζ0, ξ0.

Proof. The first claim is an application of the quantitative version of the implicit
function theorem (see for example [15, Appendix A.3]) using the uniform error bound
from Proposition 3.3.3, uniformly bounded right inverse from Proposition 3.3.7, and
uniform quadratic estimate from Proposition 3.3.8. �

Step 5: Rigidification

In the previous step we have constructed a family of stable maps which we will
show eventually gives rise to a parametrization of all nearby stable maps. A more
natural way of parametrizing nearby stable maps involves examining the intersec-
tions with a family of codimension two submanifolds. For example, this construction
of charts is that given in the algebraic geometry approach of Fulton-Pandharipande
[10]. In order to carry this out in the symplectic approach, we study the differentia-
bility of the evaluation maps. Let uS : ΣS → X over a parameter space S ⊂ Def(u)
be the family of maps defined in the previous step. The following is similar to [9,
Lemma A1.59].
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Theorem 3.3.11. If uS is constructed using the exponential gluing profile ϕ and
U ⊂ Σ is an open neighborhood of the nodes then the map (z, s) 7→ us(z) is differ-
entiable on a neighborhood of (Σ − U) × {0}.

Proof. For simplicity, we assume that there is a single gluing parameter δ. Differen-
tiability for δ is studied in McDuff-Salamon [15, Section 10.6]. The discussion in our
case is somewhat easier, because we use a fixed right inverse in the gluing construc-
tion. Given (ζ, ξ) ∈ DefΓ(Σ)×Ω0(Σδ, (uδ)∗TX), we constructed a unique correction
(ζ1, ξ1) in the image of the right inverse such that ∂jδ(ζ0+ζ1) expuδ(ξ0 + ξ1) = 0. For δ

fixed, (ζ1, ξ1) depends smoothly on (ζ0, ξ0), by the implicit function theorem. Hence
the evaluation at z ∈ Σ − U also depends smoothly on (ζ0, ξ0).

The computation of the derivative with respect to the gluing parameter is com-
plicated by the fact that for each δ a different implicit function theorem is ap-
plied to obtain the correction. Let D̃δ = DFuδ . Differentiating the equation
Fuδ (ζδ0 + ζ1, ξ

δ
0 + ξ1) = 0 with respect to δ gives

D̃δ

(

d

dδ
ζ1,D expuδ(ξδ0 + ξ1, 0,

d

dδ
ξ1)

)

= −D̃δ

(

0,D expuδ (ξδ0 + ξ1,
d

dδ
uδ, 0)

)

.

From (11) we have in the gluing region,

d

dδ
∂uδ =

d

dδ
∂ expx(

(

α(ρϕ−1/2|z|)ξ(z))
)

= D expx

(

α(ρϕ−1/2|z|)ξ(z), α′(ρϕ−1/2|z|)|z|ξ(z) d
dδ
ϕ−1/2ρ

)0,1

.

Hence there exists a constant C depending on ρ, α but not on δ such that

(25)

∣

∣

∣

∣

d

dδ
∂uδ
∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ C

∣

∣

∣

∣

d

dδ
ϕ−1/2

∣

∣

∣

∣

.

Now dϕ is given by

d(e1/δ − e)−1/2 = (1/2)(e1/δ − e)−3/2e1/δδ−2dδ = (1/2)(e1/3δ − e−2/3δ+1)−3/2δ−2dδ.

For δ small, this is less than 1
2e

−1/2δδ−2. Integrating and using the pointwise estimate
(25) we obtain for some constant C > 0,

∥

∥

∥

∥

d

dδ
∂uδs

∥

∥

∥

∥

0,p

≤ Ce−1/2δδ−2 ≤ Ce−1/δ

for sufficiently small δ. Now the uniform quadratic estimates imply that D̃δ =
DFuδ(ζ, ξ) is uniformly bounded from below on the right inverse of D̃δ

u = DFδ
u(0, 0),

for (ζ0, ξ0) sufficiently small. It follows that
∥

∥

∥

∥

(
d

dδ
ζ1,

d

dδ
ξ1)

∥

∥

∥

∥

1,p

≤ Ce−1/δ

for ζ0, ξ0, δ sufficiently small as well. Hence the same is true for the evaluation
d
dδ ξ1(z) for z ∈ Σ − U . In particular, limδ→0(∂δ expuδ(ξδ0 + ξ1))(z) = 0. It follows
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that the differential of the evaluation map has a continuous limit as δ → 0, which
completes the proof of the Theorem. �

Using the evaluation maps in the previous step, we construct embeddings of the
families constructed above into suitable moduli spaces of stable marked curves, given
by adding additional marked points which map to fixed submanifolds in X. A
codimension two submanifold Y ⊂ X is transverse to u : Σ → X if u meets Y
transversally in a single point u(z).

Definition 3.3.12. Let u : Σ → X be a stable map. Given any family Y =
(Y1, . . . , Yℓ) of codimension two submanifolds transverse to u and a family ΣS , uS , zS
with parameter space S of an n-marked stable map (Σ, u, z), the rigidified family of
n+ ℓ-marked nodal surfaces is defined by

(26) ΣY,u
S := (ΣS , (z1,S , . . . , zn+ℓ,S)) → S, us(zn+i,s) ∈ Yi.

Proposition 3.3.13. Let uS be a family of stable maps over a parameter space
S ⊂ Def(u) given by the gluing construction using a gluing profile ϕ and system of
coordinates κ. Suppose that the evaluation map ev : (Σ − U) × S → X is C1, and
that the rigidified family has stable underlying curves. Then the rigidified family of

curves ΣY,u
S is C1 with respect to the gluing profile and local coordinates, that is, the

map S 7→ Mg,n+l, s 7→ ΣY,u
s is C1 with respect to the smooth structure defined by

ϕ, κ.

Proof. By the implicit function theorem for C1 maps and differentiability of evalu-
ation maps from the previous subsection. �

Definition 3.3.14. Let Y, u be as above. The pair (Y, u) is compatible if

(a) each Yj intersects u transversally in a single point zj ∈ Σ;

(b) if ξ ∈ ker(D̃u) satisfies ξ(zn+j) ∈ Tu(zn+j)Yj for j = 1, . . . , l then ξ = 0;

(c) the curve Σ marked with the additional points zn+1, . . . , zn+ℓ is stable;
(d) if some automorphism of (Σ, u) maps zi to zj then Yi is equal to Yj.

The second condition says that there are no infinitesimal deformations which do
not change the positions of the extra markings.

Proposition 3.3.15. Let u be a parametrized regular stable map, and uS the stratified-
smooth universal deformation constructed in Theorem 3.3.10 with base S ⊂ Def(u).
There exists a collection Y compatible with u. Furthermore if the evaluation map is

C1 as in Proposition 3.3.13 then ΣY,u
S defines an C1-immersion of S into Def(ΣY,u).

Proof. First we show the existence of a compatible collection. Given a regular sta-
ble map (Σ, z = (z1, . . . , zn), u : Σ → X), choose Y1, . . . , Yk transverse u on the
unstable components of Σ, so that Σ1 = (Σ, (z1, . . . , zn+k)) is a stable curve. Let

ΣS1,1 → S1 denote a universal deformation of Σ1. By universality, the family ΣY,u
S

is induced by a map ψ : S → S1. We successively add marked points until ψ is an
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immersion: Suppose that ψ is not an immersion. Then we may choose an additional
marked point zn+k+1 ∈ Σ such that d evn+k+1 is non-trivial on kerDψ. Since u is
holomorphic, du(zn+k+1) is rank two at zn+k+1. Let Yn+k+1 ⊂ X be a codimen-
sion two submanifold containing u(zn+k+1) such that u is transverse to Yn+k+1 at
zn+k+1, and Yn+k+1 is transversal to evn+k+1 at Σ, u. Suppose zn+n′+1 has orbit
zn+k+1, zn+k+2, . . . , zn+l under the group Aut(u). Repeating the same submanifold
for each marking related by automorphisms gives a collection invariant under the
action of automorphisms. The map ψ1 for the new family has property that the
dimension of ker(Dψ1) has dimension at least two less than that of ker(Dψ). It
follows that the procedure terminates after adding a finite number of markings. The
last claim follows from the second condition in Definition 3.3.14. �

Step 6: Surjectivity

In this section, we show that the family constructed above contains a Gromov
neighborhood of the central fiber. First we show:

Proposition 3.3.16. There exists a constant ǫ > 0 such that any stable map (Σ1, u1)
with complex structure on Σ1 given by jδ(ζ) for some ζ ∈ Def(Σδ), and u1 :=
expuδ(ξ) with ‖ζ‖2+‖ξ‖2

1,p,δ < ǫ is of the form in Theorem 3.3.10 for some (ξ1, ζ1) ∈
Im(D̃δ

u)
∗.

Proof. Compare with [15, Section 10.7.3]. Let (ζ, ξ) be as in the statement of the

Proposition. We claim that (ζ, ξ) = (ζδ0 , ξ
δ
0) + (ζ1, ξ1) for some (ζ0, ξ0) ∈ ker(D̃u)

and (ζ1, ξ1) ∈ Im((Dδ
u)

∗) with small norm. It then follows by the implicit function
theorem that (ζ1, ξ1) is the solution given in Theorem 3.3.10. Now ζ = ζδ0 for some
ζ0 ∈ DefΓ(Σ) and gluing parameters δ, because Def(Σδ) is the direct sum of the
image of DefΓ(Σ) and C

m. By the gluing theorem for indices (see e.g. [23, Theorem
2.4.1]), the image of DefΓ(u) under the gluing map projects isomorphically onto

ker(D̃δ
u) for δ sufficiently small, and so DefΓ(u) is transverse to Im(D̃δ

u)
∗, for δ

sufficiently small. The claim then follows from the inverse function theorem. �

Given a regular stable u with stable domain, consider the family of J-holomorphic
maps uS produced by Theorem 3.3.10 with parameter space a neighborhood S of 0 in
Def(u), equipped with a canonical identification ι of the central fiber with the original
map u. In the case that the domain Σ is not a stable (marked) curve, we choose
codimension two submanifolds Y = (Y1, . . . , Yl) meeting u transversally so that Σ
with the additional marked points is stable. Applying this to the family uS gives a
family of marked stable maps uYS with n+ l marked points over a parameter space

S ⊂ Def(uY ) in the deformation space of the map with the additional marked points.

Now Def(uY ) ∼= Def(u)⊕⊕l
i=1 TziΣ includes the deformations of the markings, but

these are fixed by requiring that the additional marked points map to the given
collection Y . Forgetting the additional marked points gives a family uS of stable
maps with n marked points over a neighborhood of 0 in Def(u).
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Proposition 3.3.17. (uS , ι) is a versal stratified-smooth deformation of u, and in
fact uS gives a versal stratified-smooth deformation of any of its fibers.

Proof. First suppose that Σ is stable. Let (u1
S1 , ι

1) be another stratified-smooth de-

formation of u with parameter space S1. Let ΣS → S ⊂ Def(Σ) be a minimal versal
deformation of Σ. The family Σ1

S1 is obtained by pull-back of ΣS by a stratified-

smooth map ψ : S1 → S. By definition the map u1
s converges to the central fiber in

the Gromov topology as s converges to the base point 0 ∈ S1. The exponential decay
estimate of [15, Lemma 4.7.3] for holomorphic cylinders of small energy imply that
for s sufficiently close to 0, Σ1

s, u
1
s is given by exponentiation, u1

s = expuδ (ξ) for some
ξ ∈ Ω0(uδ,∗TX) with ‖ξ‖1,p < ǫ1, for s sufficiently close to 0. Proposition 3.3.16
produces a stratified-smooth map ψ : S1 → Def(u) such that u1

S1 is the pull-back of

ψ. To show that the deformation (uS , ι) is universal, let φj : Σ1
S1 → ψ∗

jΣS, j = 0, 1
be isomorphisms of families inducing the identity on the central fiber. The difference
between the two automorphisms is an automorphism of the family Σ1

S1 inducing the
identity on the central fiber; since the automorphism group of the central fiber is
discrete, the automorphism must be the identity. In the case that Σ is not stable,

after adding marked points passing through Y1, . . . , Yl, we obtain a family u1,Y
S1 of

stable maps with n+ l marked points. By the case with stable domain, this family
is obtained by pull-back of uYS by some map S1 → S. Hence u1

S1 is obtained by
pull-back by the same map. The argument for an arbitrary fiber is similar and left
to the reader. �

Remark 3.3.18. In the case that Σ is unstable, it seems likely that restricting the
family of Theorem 3.3.10 to Def(u) (that is, the perpendicular of aut(Σ)) also gives
a universal deformation, but we do not know how to prove this. The problem is that
in this case, several different gluing parameters give the same curve, and we do not
have an implicit function theorem for varying gluing parameter.

Step 7: Injectivity

By injectivity, we mean that the family constructed above contains each nearby
stable map exactly once, up to the action of Aut(u). This is part of what we called
“strongly universal” in Definition 2.2.4.

Theorem 3.3.19. The versal deformations constructed in Step 6 above are strongly
universal.

Proof. Let uS be a deformation constructed as in Step 6, using the exponential gluing
profile. Let Σ1,S1 → S1 be a family giving a universal deformation of the curve ΣY,u

obtained by adding the additional markings mapping to the given submanifolds. By

Definition 3.3.14, the family ΣY,u
S induces a map φ : S → S1 whose differential is

injective in a neighborhood of 0. By the inverse function theorem for C1 maps, φ
induces a homeomorphism onto its image. In particular, any two distinct fibers of

ΣY,u
S are non-isomorphic, and so two fibers of ΣS are isomorphic if and only if they

are related by a permutation of the markings. After shrinking S, this happens only
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if the permutation is induced by an automorphism of u. Given another family u′S′ :
ΣS′ → S′ corresponding to a deformation of a fiber of uS → S, by the uniqueness
part of the implicit function theorem, a map φ′ : S′ → S1 so that u′S′ is obtained
by pull-back from uS , and this map is unique by the injectivity just proved. This
shows that uS gives a stratified-smooth universal deformation of any of its fibers,
and so is strongly universal. �

The Theorem implies that the families in the universal deformations constructed
above define stratified-smooth-compatible charts for the moduli space Mg,n(X, d).
That is, for any stratum Mg,n,Γ(X, d), the restriction of the charts given by the uni-
versal deformation of some map of type Γ to Mg,n,Γ(X, d) are smoothly compatible.

Corollary 3.3.20. Let X,J be as above. For any g ≥ 0, n ≥ 0, the strongly universal
stratified-smooth deformations of parametrized regular stable maps provide M

reg
g,n(X)

with the structure of a stratified-smooth topological orbifold.

In order to apply localization one needs to know that the fixed point sets admit
tubular neighborhoods. For this it is helpful to know that M

reg
g,n(X, d) admits a C1

structure. In order to obtain compatible charts, we construct the local coordinates
inductively as in Definition 2.2.6, starting with the strata of highest codimension.

Proposition 3.3.21. Let X,J be as above. For any compatible system of local
coordinates near the nodes, the strongly universal deformations constructed using
the exponential gluing profile equip M

reg
g,n(X) with the structure of a C1-orbifold.

Proof. We claim that the charts induced by the universal deformations are C1-
compatible, assuming they are constructed from the same system of local coordinates
near the nodes. Given two sets of submanifolds Y1, Y2, define Y = Y1 ∪ Y2. The

family ΣY,u admits proper étale forgetful maps ΣY,u
S → Σ

Yj ,u
S , j = 1, 2. The fiber

consists of reorderings of the additional marked points induced by the action of
Aut(Σ, u), and the diagram provided by ΣY,u expresses the composition as a smooth
C1-morphism of orbifolds. �

Remark 3.3.22. Any compact C1 orbifold admits a compatible C∞ structure, in anal-
ogy with the situation with manifolds. Indeed, as is well known any orbifold admits
a presentation as the quotient of a manifold (namely its orthogonal frame bundle) by
a locally free group action, and so the orbifold case follows from the equivariant case
proved in Palais [18]. Hence M

reg
g,n(X, d) if compact admits a (non-canonical) smooth

structure. Presumably the compactness assumption may be removed but we have
not proved that this is so. See however the construction of smoothly compatible
Kuranishi charts in [9, Appendix].

4. Deformations of symplectic vortices

We begin by reviewing the theory of symplectic vortices introduced by Mundet i
Riera [16] and Salamon and collaborators [5]. Let Σ be a compact complex curve,
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G a compact Lie group, and π : P → Σ a smooth principal G-bundle. Given any
left G-manifold F we have a left action of G on P ×F given by g(p, f) = (pg−1, gf)
and we denote by P (F ) = (P × F )/G the quotient, that is, the associated fiber
bundle with fiber F . Let X be a compact Hamiltonian G-manifold with symplectic
form ω and moment map Φ : X → g

∗. The action of G on X induces an action
on J (X); and we denote by J (X)G the invariant subspace. Let ψ : Σ → BG be
a classifying map for P , so that P ∼= ψ∗EG and P (X) ∼= ψ∗EG ×G X ∼= ψ∗XG

where XG = EG ×G X. Continuous sections u : Σ → P (X) are in one-to-one
correspondence with lifts of ψ to XG. The homology class deg(u) of the section u is
defined to be the homology class deg(u) ∈ HG

2 (X,Z) of the corresponding lift. Let
A(P ) be the space of smooth connections on P , and P (g) the adjoint bundle. For
any A ∈ A(P ), let FA ∈ Ω2(Σ, P (g)) the curvature of A. Any connection A ∈ A(P )
induces a map of spaces of almost complex structures

J (X)G → J (P (X)), J 7→ JA

by combining the almost complex structures on X and Σ using the splitting defined
by the connection. Let Γ(Σ, P (X)) denote the space of smooth sections of P (X).
Consider the vector bundle

(27)
⋃

u∈Γ(Σ,P (X))

Ω0,1(Σ, u∗T vertP (X)) → Γ(Σ, P (X)).

We denote by ∂A the section given by the Cauchy-Riemann operator defined by JA.
A gauged map from Σ to X is a datum (P,A, u) where A ∈ A(P ) and u : Σ → P (X)
is a section. A gauged holomorphic map is a gauged map (P,A, u) such that ∂Au = 0.
Let H(P,X) be the space of gauged holomorphic maps with underlying bundle P .
Let G(P ) denote the group of gauge transformations

G(P ) = {a : P → P, a(pg) = a(p)g, π ◦ a = π}.
The Lie algebra of G(P ) is the space of sections Ω0(Σ, P (g)) of the adjoint bundle
P (g) = P ×G g. We identify g → g

∗, and hence P (g) → P (g∗), using an invariant
metric on g. Let P (Φ) : P (X) → P (g) denote the map induced by the equivariant
map Φ : X → g.

Definition 4.0.23. A gauged holomorphic map (A,u) ∈ H(P,X) is a symplectic
vortex (or vortex for short) if it satisfies

FA + VolΣ u
∗P (Φ) = 0.

An n-marked symplectic vortex is a vortex (A,u) together with n-tuple z = (z1, . . . , zn)
of distinct points on Σ. A marked vortex (A,u, z) is stable if it has finite automor-
phism group.

The equation in the definition can be interpreted as the zero level set condition
for a formal moment map for the action of the group of gauge transformations, see
[16], [5]. The energy of a gauged holomorphic map (A,u) is given by

E(A,u) =
1

2

∫

Σ

(

|dAu|2 + |FA|2 + |u∗P (Φ)|2
)

VolΣ .
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The equivariant symplectic area of a pair (A,u) is the pairing of the homology class
deg(u) with the class [ωG = ω + Φ] ∈ H2(XG),

D(A,u) = (deg(u), [ωG]) = ([Σ], u∗[ωG]).

Lemma 4.0.24. Suppose VolΣ is the Kähler form for the metric on Σ. The energy
and equivariant area are related by

(28) E(A,u) = D(A,u) +

∫

Σ

(

|∂Au|2 +
1

2
|FA + VolΣ u

∗P (Φ)|2
)

VolΣ .

Proof. See [4, Proposition 2.2]. �

In particular, for any symplectic vortex the energy and action are equal. Let
M(P,X) denote the moduli space of vortices

M(P,X) := H(P,X)//G(P ) = {FA + VolΣ u
∗P (Φ) = 0}/G(P ).

LetMn(P,X) denote the moduli space of n-marked vortices, up to gauge transforma-
tion, and Mn(Σ,X) =

⋃

P→ΣMn(P,X) the union over types of bundles P . Clearly,
Mn(Σ,X) is homeomorphic to the product M(Σ,X) ×Mn(Σ) where M(Σ,X) :=
M0(Σ) and Mn(Σ) denotes the configuration space of n-tuples of distinct points on
Σ.

We wish to study families and deformations of symplectic vortices. For families
with smooth domain, the definitions are straightforward:

Definition 4.0.25. A smooth family of vortices on a principal G-bundle P on Σ
over a parameter space S consists of a family of connections depending smoothly
on s ∈ S, that is, a smooth map AS : S × P → T ∗P ⊗ g on P such that the
restriction As of AS to any {s} × P is a connection, together with a smooth family
of (pseudo)holomorphic sections uS = (us)s∈S, such that each pair (As, us), s ∈ S is
a symplectic vortex. A deformation of (A,u) is a germ of a smooth family (AS , uS)
together with an isomorphism (gauge transformation) relating (A0, u0) with (A,u).
A deformation is universal if it satisfies the condition as in Definition 3.1.4, and
strongly universal if it satisfies the conditions in Definition 2.2.4.

We define a linearized operator associated to a vortex as follows. Define

(29) dA,u : Ω1(Σ, P (g)) ⊕ Ω0(Σ, u∗TP (X)) → Ω2(Σ, P (g))

dA,u(a, ξ) := dAa+ VolΣ u
∗LξP (Φ).

Here LξP (Φ) denotes the derivative of P (Φ) with respect to the vector field generated
by ξ, and u∗LξP (Φ) its evaluation at u. Define an operator

(30) d∗
A,u : Ω1(Σ, P (g)) ⊕ Ω0(Σ, u∗TP (X)) → Ω0(Σ, P (g))

d∗
A,u(a, ξ) = d∗

Aa+ u∗LJξP (Φ).

(This is not the adjoint of operator in (32), but rather defined by analogy with the
case X trivial.) It is shown in [5, Section 4] that if (A,u) is stable then the set

WA,u = {(A + a, expu(ξ)), (a, ξ) ∈ ker d∗
A,u}
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is a slice for the gauge group action near (A,u). Define

(31) FA,u : Ω1(Σ, P (g)) ⊕ Ω0(Σ, u∗T vertP (X))

→ (Ω0 ⊕ Ω2)(Σ, P (g)) ⊕ Ω0,1(Σ, u∗T vertP (X))

(a, ξ) 7→
(

FA+a + VolΣ expu(ξ)
∗P (Φ),d∗

A,u(a, ξ),Ψu(ξ)
−1∂A+a expu(ξ)

)

.

Let
Ω1(Σ, P (g)) → Ω1(Σ, u∗T vertP (X)), a 7→ aX

denote the map induced by the infinitesimal action. The linearization of the last
component (31) is

DA,u(a, ξ) = (∇Aξ)
0,1 +

1

2
Ju(∇ξJ)u∂Au+ a0,1

X .

Here 0, 1 denotes projection on the 0, 1-component. The linearized operator for a
vortex (A,u) is the operator

(32) D̃A,u = (dA,u,d
∗
A,u,DA,u) : Ω1(Σ, P (g)) ⊕ Ω0(Σ, u∗T vertP (X))

→ (Ω0 ⊕ Ω2)(Σ, P (g)) ⊕ Ω0,1(Σ, u∗T vertP (X))

A vortex (A,u) is regular if the operator D̃A,u is surjective. A marked vortex (A,u, z)
is regular if the underlying unmarked vortex is regular. The space of infinitesimal
deformations of (A,u) is Def(A,u) := ker(D̃A,u).

Theorem 4.0.26. Any regular vortex with smooth domain (A,u) has a strongly
universal smooth deformation if and only if it is stable.

Proof. Give the spaces of connections and sections the structure of Banach manifolds
by taking completions with respect to Sobolev norms 1, p for 1-forms, and 0, p for 0
and 2-forms. For p > 2, the map FA,u is a smooth map of Banach spaces.

(33) FA,u : Ω1(Σ, P (g))1,p ⊕ Ω0(Σ, u∗T vertP (X))1,p

→ (Ω0 ⊕ Ω2)(Σ, P (g))0,p ⊕ Ω0,1(Σ, u∗T vertP (X))0,p

equivariant for the action of the group G(P )2,p of gauge transformations of class 2, p.
Suppose that (A,u) is regular and stable. By the implicit function theorem, there
is a local homeomorphism

ker(D̃A,u) →







FA+a + VolΣ(expu(ξ))
∗P (Φ) = 0

∂A+a(expu(ξ)) = 0
d∗
A,u(a, ξ) = 0







.

This gives rise to a family (AS , uS) → S over a neighborhood S of 0 in ker(D̃A,u). By
[5, Theorem 3.1], (AS , uS) is a smooth family, assuming (A,u) is smooth. Given any
other family (A′

S′ , u′S′) → S′ of stable vortices with (A′
0, u

′
0) = (A,u), the implicit

function theorem provides a smooth map S′ → S so that (A′
S′ , u′S′) is obtained from

(A,u) by pull-back. The first property of the universal deformation is a consequence
of the slice condition; the second property follows from the fact that the projection
ker(D̃A,u) → ker(D̃As,us) is an isomorphism for sufficiently small s. �
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Let M reg
n (Σ,X) denote the moduli space of regular, stable n-marked symplectic

vortices from Σ to X. We denote by (cG1 (TX), d) the pairing of d with the first
Chern class cG1 (P (TX) → P (X))

Theorem 4.0.27. Let Σ,X, J be as above. M reg
n (Σ,X) has the structure of a smooth

orbifold with tangent space at [A,u] isomorphic to Def(A,u), and dimension of the
component of homology class d ∈ HG

2 (X) is given by

dim(M reg
n (Σ,X, d)) = (1 − g)(dim(X) − 2 dim(G)) + 2((cG1 (TX), d) + n).

Proof. Charts for M reg
n (Σ,X) are provided by the strongly universal deformations.

The dimension of the tangent space at [A,u] is given by the index of the linearized

operator D̃A,u, which deforms via Fredholm operators to the sum of the operator
dA ⊕ d∗

A for the connection, which has index 2 dim(G)(g − 1), and the linearized
Cauchy-Riemann operator on the nodal curve, which has index (1 − g) dim(X) +
2n + 2(cG1 (TX), d) by Riemann-Roch, if (A,u) has equivariant homology class d
(which determines the first Chern class of P by projection.) �

4.1. Polystable vortices. The moduli space of symplectic vortices admits a com-
pactification which allows bubbling of the section in the fibers.

Definition 4.1.1. A nodal gauged marked holomorphic map from Σ to X consists
of a datum (Σ̂, P,A, u, z) where P → Σ is a principal G-bundle, A ∈ A(P ) is a

connection, Σ̂ is a marked nodal curve, v : Σ̂ → Σ is a holomorphic map of degree
[Σ], and u : Σ̂ → P (X) is a JA-holomorphic map from a nodal curve Σ̂ such that
π ◦ u has class [Σ]. In other words,

(a) Σ̂ is a connected nodal complex curve consisting of a principal component Σ0

equipped with an isomorphism with Σ together with a number of projective
lines Σ1, . . . ,Σk. We denote by w±

1 , . . . , w
±
m the nodes. For each i = 1, . . . ,m,

we denote by w0
i ∈ Σ0 the attaching point to the principal component.

(b) (A,u) ∈ H(P,X) is a gauged holomorphic map from Σ to X;
(c) for each non-principal component Σi, a holomorphic map ui : Σi → P (X)w0

i
;

(d) z = (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ Σ̂ are distinct, smooth points of Σ̂.

Let H(Σ̂, P (X)) denote the space of nodal gauged holomorphic sections with do-

main Σ̂ and bundle P . The group of gauge transformations G(P ) acts on H(Σ̂, P (X))
by g(A,u) = (g∗A, g ◦ u). The generating vector field for ζ ∈ Ω0(Σ, P (g)) acting on

H(Σ̂, P (X)) at (Σ̂, A, u) is the tuple given by

(34) ζH(Σ̂,P (X))(Σ̂, A, u) = (dAζ, u
∗
0P (ζX), (u∗iP (ζX(w0

i )))
k
i=1)

in Ω1(Σ, P (g))⊕Ω0(Σ̂, u∗T vertP (X)). Here P (ζX) ∈ Ω0(Σ, P (Vect(X))) is the fiber-
wise vector field generated by ζ and u∗0P (ζ) ∈ T vertP (X) is the evaluation at u0.
Similarly for the bubble components u1, . . . , uk in the fibers P (X)w0

1
, . . . , P (X)w0

k
.

A slice is given by taking the perpendicular to the tangent spaces to the G(P )-orbits.
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We will assume for simplicity that the stabilizer of the G(P ) action on the principal
component is finite, so that a slice is given locally by the kernel of d∗

A,u0
, that is,

the Coulomb gauge condition on the principal component. The implicit function
theorem shows that any nearby pair (A1, u1) is gauge equivalent to a pair of the
form (A+ a, expu(v)) with (a, v) ∈ ker d∗

A,u0
.

Definition 4.1.2. A nodal vortex is a stable nodal gauged holomorphic map such
that the principal component is an vortex. A nodal vortex (Σ̂, A, u, z) is polystable
if each sphere bubble Σi on which ui is constant has at least three marked or sin-
gular points, and stable if it has finite automorphism group. An isomorphism of
nodal vortices (Σ̂, A, u, z), (Σ̂′, A′, u′, z′) consists of an automorphism of the domain,
acting trivially on the principal component, and a corresponding automorphism of
the principal bundle mapping (A,u) to (A′, u′) and mapping the markings z to z′.

For any nodal section u : Σ̂ → P (X), the homology class of u is defined as the
sum of the homology class d0 ∈ HG

2 (X,Z) of the principal component u0 and the
homology classes di ∈ H2(X,Z), i = 1, . . . , k of the sphere bubbles, using the in-
clusion H2(X,Z) → HG

2 (X,Z) given by equivariant formality. The combinatorial

type Γ(Σ̂, A, u, z) of a gauged nodal map is a rooted graph whose vertices represent

the components of Σ̂, whose finite edges represent the nodes, semi-infinite edges
represent the markings, and whose root vertex represents the principal component.

Note that there is no condition for points on the principal component. In particular,
nodal gauged holomorphic maps with no markings can be polystable. The term
polystable is borrowed from the vector bundle case. In that situation, a bundle is
stable if it is flat and has only central automorphisms and polystable if it is a direct
sum of stable bundles of the same slope. Any flat bundle is automatically polystable;
a bundle is semistable if it is grade equivalent to a polystable bundle. In particular,
the moduli space of stable bundles is definitely not compact, and we feel that the
vortex terminology should include this fact as a special case.

From now on, we fix the bundle P .

Definition 4.1.3. Let X as above. A smooth family of fixed type of nodal vor-
tices to X consists of a smooth family Σ̂S → S of nodal curves of fixed type, a
smooth family of holomorphic maps vS : Σ̂S → Σ of class [Σ], a smooth family

uS : Σ̂S → P (X) of maps, and a smooth family AS : S × P → T ∗P of connections

over S. A smooth deformation of a nodal vortex (A, Σ̂, u, z) of fixed type consists of

a germ of a smooth family (AS , Σ̂S , uS , zS) of nodal vortices of fixed type together

with an identification ι of of the central fiber with (A, Σ̂, u, z). A stratified-smooth

family of marked nodal symplectic vortices is a datum (Σ̂S , AS , uS , zS) consisting of

a stratified-smooth family Σ̂S → S of nodal curves, a stratified-smooth family of
holomorphic maps v : Σ̂S → Σ of class [Σ], a stratified-smooth family AS of con-

nections on P , a stratified-smooth family of maps uS : Σ̂S → P (X); such that each

triple (Σ̂s, As, us, zs) is a marked nodal symplectic vortex. A family of polystable
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symplectic vortices is a family of marked nodal symplectic vortices such that any
fiber is polystable.

A smooth vector bundle E → Σ̂ is a collection of smooth vector bundles Ei over
the components Σi of Σ̂, equipped with identifications of the fibers at nodal points
Ei+(w+

k ) → Ei−(w−

k ), k = 1, . . . ,m. We denote by Ω(Σ̂, E) the sum over components,

Ω(Σ̂, E) =
⊕k

i=1 Ω(Σi, Ei) where Ei = E|Σi.

Definition 4.1.4. For a polystable vortex (Σ̂, A, u), let D̃A,u denote the linearized
operator

(35) Ω1(Σ, P (g)) ⊕ Ω0(Σ̂, u∗T vertP (X))

→ (Ω0 ⊕ Ω2)(Σ, P (g)) ⊕ Ω0,1(Σ̂, u∗T vertP (X)) ⊕
m
⊕

k=1

T vert
u(w±

k )
P (X)

given by the linearized vortex operator (dA,u0,DA,u0) on the principal component,

the linearized Cauchy-Riemann operator D̃ui on the bubbles, the slice operator d∗
A,u0

,
and the difference operator on the fibers over the nodes

Ω0(Σ̂, u∗T vertP (X)) →
m
⊕

i=1

T vert
u(w±

i )
P (X), ξ 7→ (ξ(w+

i ) − ξ(w−
i ))mi=1.

(A,u) is regular if D̃A,u is surjective. The space of infinitesimal deformations of A,u

of fixed type is DefΓ(A,u) := ker D̃A,u/ aut(Σ̂) where aut(Σ̂) denotes the group of
infinitesimal automorphisms acting trivially on the principal component. The space
of infinitesimal deformations of A,u is

Def(A,u) := DefΓ(A,u) ⊕
m
⊕

i=1

Tw+
i
Σ̂ ⊗ Tw−

i
Σ̂

consisting of a deformation of fixed type together with a collection of gluing param-
eters.

4.2. Constructing deformations of symplectic vortices. First we construct
deformations of fixed type.

Theorem 4.2.1. A regular polystable vortex has a strongly universal smooth defor-
mation of fixed type if and only if it is stable.

The proof is by the implicit function theorem applied to the map

(36) FA,u(a, ξ) = (FA+a + VolΣ(expu0
(ξ0))

∗P (Φ),d∗
A,u0

(a, ξ),

Ψu0(ξ0)
−1∂Au0, (Ψui(ξi)

−1∂ui)
k
i=1, (ξ(w

+
i ) − ξ(w−

i ))mi=1)

whose linearization is D̃A,u. The proof is left to the reader. We denote byMn,Γ(Σ,X, d)
of the moduli space of isomorphism classes of polystable vortices of combinatorial
type Γ of homology class d ∈ HG

2 (X,Z), and M reg
n,Γ(Σ,X, d) the regular locus.
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Corollary 4.2.2. M reg
n,Γ(Σ,X, d) has the structure of a smooth orbifold of dimension

given, if Σ is connected, by (1 − g)(dim(X) − 2 dim(G)) + 2(n + (cG1 (TX), d) −m)
where m is the number of nodes.

We now prove that a regular stable symplectic vortex from Σ to X admits a
strongly universal stratified-smooth deformation if it is strongly stable, that is, The-
orem 1.0.2. We explain the construction for a single bubble only, so that Σ̂ is the
union of a principal component Σ+ = Σ and a holomorphic sphere Σ−, attached by
a single pair w± of nodes. We denote by (A,u+) the restriction to the principal com-
ponent and by u− the bubble, so that x := u+(w+) = u−(w−) and u = (u+, u−).
We choose a local coordinate near w, equivariant for the action of the automor-
phism group Aut(A,u) in the sense that Aut(A,u) acts on the local coordinate by
multiplication by roots of unity. The construction depends on the following choices:

Definition 4.2.3. A gluing datum for (Σ̂, A, u) consists of

(a) neighborhoods U± of the nodes w±;
(b) local coordinates κ = (κ+, κ−) on U±;
(c) a trivialization P |U0 → G× U0 on U0;
(d) a gluing parameter δ;
(e) an annulus parameter ρ ;
(f) a cutoff function α as in (10).

Step 1: Approximate Solution

Given a nodal vortex (A,u) as above and a gluing datum we wish to define an
approximate solution to the vortex equations (A,uδ). Let expx : TxX → X denote
the exponential map defined by the metric on X. Define sections

ξ± : U± → TxX, u(z) = expx(ξ±(z)).

Let Σ̂δ denote the surface obtained by gluing; since the bubble is genus zero, this
surface is isomorphic to Σ but not canonically. Define the pre-glued section uδ :
Σ̂δ → P (X),

(37) uδ(z) = expx

(

α(|κ+(z)|/ρ|δ|1/2)(ξ+(z) − ξ±(w±)) +

α(|κ−(z)|/ρ|δ|1/2)(ξ−(z) − ξ±(w±)) + ξ±(w±)
)

for |κ±(z)| ≤ 2|δ|1/2ρ2; elsewhere let uδ(z) = u(z), using the identification of Σ with

Σ̂ away from the gluing region. We do not modify A in the bubble region; this is
because after re-scaling the connection on the bubble is already close to the trivial
connection.

The pair (A,uδ) is an approximate solution to the vortex equations in the fol-
lowing Sobolev norms. Let Ω(Σ, P (g))k,p denote the W k,p-completion using the

standard metric. Let gδ denote the C0 metric on the glued surface in (12). Let
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Ω0,1(Σδ, uδ,∗T vertP (X))k,p,δ. Let

Hδ := Ω2(Σ, P (g))0,3 ⊕ Ω0(Σ, P (g))0,3 ⊕ Ω0,1(Σδ, uδ,∗T vertP (X))0,3,δ

with norm

(38) ‖(φ,ψ, η)‖2
δ = ‖φ‖2

0,3 + ‖ψ‖2
0,3 + ‖η‖2

0,3,δ .

Let

Iδ := Ω1(Σ, P (g))1,3 ⊕ Ω0(Σδ, uδ,∗T vertP (X))1,3,δ

with norm

‖(a, ξ)‖2
δ = ‖a‖2

1,3 + ‖ξ‖2
1,3,δ.

Locally the moduli space of polystable vortices is in bijection with the zero set of
the map

(39) Fδ
A,u : Iδ → Hδ

(a, ξ) 7→
(

FA+a + VolΣ expuδ(ξ)∗P (Φ),d∗
A,u+

(a, ξ),Ψuδ (ξ)−1∂A+a expuδ(ξ)
)

.

Here the second component enforces a slice condition. That Fδ
A,u is well-defined

follows from Sobolev embedding: In particular, there is a δ-uniform embedding

(40) Ω0(Σδ, uδ,∗T vertP (X))1,3,δ → Ω0(Σδ, uδ,∗T vertP (X))0,∞,

since the dimensions of the cone in the cone condition [2, Chapter 4] are uniformly
bounded in δ, and the metric uniformly comparable to the flat metric.

Lemma 4.2.4. Let (A,u) be a symplectic vortex on a nodal curve with a single
node w = (w+, w−). There exist constants c0, c1 > 0 such that if |δ| < c1, ρ > 1/c1
and|δ|ρ4 < c1 then the pair (A,uδ) ∈ A(P ) × Γ(P (X)) satisfies

(41) ‖Fδ
A,u(0, 0)‖ ≤ c0|δ|1/3ρ2/3.

Proof. The expression ∂Au
δ can be expressed as a sum of terms involving derivatives

of the cutoff function α, terms involving derivatives of ξ±, and terms involving the
connection A on the bubble region. The derivative of α is bounded by C/ρ|δ|1/2,
while the norm of ξj is bounded by Cρ|δ|1/2 on the gluing region. Hence the term
involving the derivative of α is bounded and supported on a region of area less than
C|δ|ρ2. In the given trivialization we have

∂Au = ∂u+A0,1
X (u)

where A0,1 is the 0, 1-form defined by A ∈ Ω1(BR, g) and A0,1
X (u) is the corresponding

form with values in T vertP (X) ⊗R C. We have

‖A0,1
X (u)‖0,3,δ ≤ ‖A0,1

X (u)‖0,3

since p ≥ 2; for p = 2 the W 0,3,δ and W 0,3 norms are the same, by conformal
invariance; for p > 2 the 0, 3-norm is strictly greater. Hence

‖∂Auδ‖0,3,δ ≤ Cmax(|δ|1/3ρ2/3, |δ|).
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The moment map term FA + (uδ)∗P (Φ)VolΣ vanishes except on |κ+| ≤ ρ|δ1/2|,
where it is uniformly bounded. Hence for δ small

‖FA + (uδ)∗P (Φ)VolΣ ‖0,3 ≤ Cρ2/3|δ|1/3.
The statement of the lemma follows. �

We also wish to perform the gluing construction in families, that is, for each nearby
vortex and gluing parameter we wish to find a solution to the vortex equations on
Σδ. Define

(42) FD,δ
A,u : DefΓ(A,u) × Iδ → Hδ, (a, ξ, a1, ξ1) 7→
(

FA + a0 + a1 + VolΣ expuδ(ξδ0 + ξ1)
∗P (Φ),d∗

A,uδ(a0 + a1, ξ
δ
0 + ξ),

Ψuδ(ξδ0 + ξ1)
−1∂A+a0+a1 expuδ(ξδ0 + ξ1)

)

The following is proved in the same way as Lemma 4.2.4 and left to the reader:

Lemma 4.2.5. Let (A,u) be as above. There exist constants c0, c1 > 0 such that if
|δ| < c1, ρ > 1/c1, ‖(a, ξ)‖ ≤ c1 and |δ|ρ4 < c1 then

(43) ‖FD,δ
A,u (a, ξ, 0, 0)‖ ≤ c0|δ|1/3ρ2/3.

Step 2: Uniformly bounded right inverse

In preparation for the construction of the uniformly bounded right inverse of D̃δ

we define the intermediate family (A,uδ0) of gauged holomorphic maps on the nodal

curve Σ̂ is the family defined by the equations (4.2.4), using the identification of

Σ̂ and Σ̂δ away from the gluing region. Thus uδ0 is constant in a neighborhood of
the node w±. We identify (uδ0)

∗T vertP (X) with u∗T vertP (X) by geodesic parallel
transport.

Lemma 4.2.6. The operator D̃A,uδ
0

converges in the operator norm to D̃A,u as

δ → 0, ρ → ∞, δρ4 → 0.

Proof. The section uδ0 converges in the W 1,3 norm to u as ρ2|δ|1/2 → 0. It follows
that the operator ξ 7→ VolΣ(uδ0)

∗LξP (Φ) converges to ξ 7→ VolΣ u
∗LξP (Φ). Hence

dA,uδ
0,ǫ

converges to dA,u,ǫ, and similarly for d∗
A,u0,ǫ. The operator DA,uδ

0
converges

to DA,u0 , as in Lemma 3.3.6. �

Proposition 4.2.7. Let (A,u) be a nodal vortex, and (A,uδ) the approximate solu-
tion constructed above. There exist constants c, C > 0 such that if |δ| < c then
there exists an approximate right inverse Tδ of the parametrized linear operator
D̃δ := D̃A,uδ that is, a map Tδ : Hδ → Iδ such that

‖(D̃δTδ − I)η‖δ ≤
1

2
‖η‖δ , ‖Tδη‖δ ≤ C‖η‖δ .
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Given such an approximate inverse, we obtain a uniformly bounded right inverse
Qδ to D̃δ by the formula

Qδ = Tδ(D̃δTδ)
−1 =

∑

k≥0

Tδ(D̃δTδ − I)k.

Proof of 4.2.7. By the regularity assumption, D̃A,u is surjective when restricted to

the space of vectors (a, ξ) such that ξ0(0) = ξ1(∞). By Lemma 4.2.6, D̃0
δ := D̃A,uδ

0
is

surjective for sufficiently small ρ, δ, when restricted to the same space. The approx-
imate right inverse is constructed by composing a cutoff operator Kδ, right inverse
Qδ, and gluing operator Rδ, as follows. (In other words, the right inverse is defined
by truncating the given functions, applying the right inverse for the linearized oper-
ator on the nodal curve, and then gluing back together using cutoff functions again.)
For simplicity we assume that there is a single node. Define the cutoff operator

(44) Kδ : Ω0,1(Σ̂δ, uδ,∗T vertP (X))0,3,δ → Ω0,1(Σ̂, (uδ0)
∗T vertP (X))0,3

Kδ(η) =

{

0 κ±(z) ∈ B
|δ|

1
2
(0)

η otherwise
.

Then ‖Kδ(η)‖0,3 ≤ ‖η‖0,3,δ . Define the gluing operator

Rδ : Ω0(Σ̂, (uδ0)
∗TX)1,3 → Ω0(Σ̂δ, uδ,∗T vertP (X))1,3,δ

as follows. Let Σ̂∗
± denote the complements of small balls around the nodes Σ̂∗

± =

Σ± − Bρ2|δ|1/2(w±). Let π± : Σ̂∗
± → Σ̂δ denote the inclusions. These induce maps

of sections with compact support in Σ̂∗
±, π±,∗ : Ω0

c(Σ̂
∗
±, u

∗
±TX) → Ω0(Σ̂δ, uδ,∗TX).

Define Rδ(ξ) = ξδ where

ξδ = π+,∗βρ,δ(ξ+ − ξ+(w+)) + π−,∗βρ,δ(ξ− − ξ−(w−)) + ξ(w)

for κ±(z) ∈ B|δ|1/2ρ2(0) and ξδ = ξ otherwise. Here ξ±(w±) is the value of ξ at

the node. Define Tδ := (I × Rδ)Qδ(I ×Kδ). That is, if (a, ξ) = QδKδ(φ,ψ, η) then
Tδ(φ,ψ, η) = (a, ξδ). The map Tδ is the required approximate right inverse. The

difference (D̃δTδ − I)(φ,ψ, η) is the sum of terms

dA,uδ(a, ξδ) − φ, d∗
A,u0

(a, ξδ) − ψ, DA,uδ(a, ξδ) − η.

By definition dA,uδ
0
(a, ξ) = φ, so the first difference has contributions involving

the difference between uδ0 and uδ, and between ξδ and ξ. But since dA,u(a, ξ) =
dAa+ u∗LξXP (Φ), these terms are zeroth order in u, ξ,

‖(uδ)∗Lξδ
X
P (Φ) − uδ0LξXP (Φ)‖0,3 ≤ C|δ|1/3‖ξ‖C0 ;

that is, a constant times the area of π−,∗(Σ̂
∗
−), which goes to zero as δ does. A similar

discussion holds for the second difference. The third difference has terms arising from
the cutoff function and the term a0,1

X (u) on the bubble region |κ+(z)| ≤ |δ|1/2. We
have

‖a0,1
X (u)‖0,3,δ ≤ ‖a0,1

X (u)‖0,3 ≤ C|δ|1/3.
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since p ≥ 2; for p = 2 the W 0,3,δ and W 0,3 norms are the same, by conformal
invariance; for p > 2 the 0, 3-norm is strictly greater. The term involving the
derivative of the cutoff function satisfies

‖dβρ,δ(ξ − ξ(w))‖0,3,δ ≤ c log(ρ2)−2/3‖(ξ − ξ(w))‖1,3

by Lemma 3.3.5, and so vanishes in the limit ρ → ∞. Using the uniform bound
on Qδ, the total difference is bounded by C(log(ρ2)−2/3 + |δ|1/3)‖(φ,ψ, η)‖, and so
vanishes in the limit δ → 0, ρ → ∞, |δ|ρ2 → 0. The uniform bound on Tδ follows
from the uniform bound on Qδ and the cutoff and extension operators. �

Step 3: Uniform quadratic estimate

Proposition 4.2.8. There exist constants c, C > 0 such that if ‖ξ‖1,3,δ < c, |δ| <
c, ρ > 1/c and |δ|ρ4 < c then the map Fδ

A,u satisfies a quadratic bound

‖DFδ
A,u(a1, ξ1) − D̃A,uδ(a1, ξ1)‖δ ≤ C‖a, ξ‖δ‖a1, ξ1‖δ.

Proof. The norm of the non-linear part of the curvature ‖[a, a1]‖0,3 is bounded by
Sobolev multiplication. The other term appearing in the first vortex equation satis-
fies

‖ expuδ(ξ0)
∗Lξ1,X

P (Φ) − (uδ)∗Lξ1,X
P (Φ)‖0,3 ≤ C‖ξ0‖1,3,δ‖ξ1‖1,3,δ

for some constant C independent of δ, using thatW 1,3,δ norm controls theW 0,3 norm
uniformly. The non-linear terms in the Cauchy-Riemann equation are estimated as
in Theorem 4.2.8 and [15, Section 3.5, Lemma 10.3.1]; note that we are fixing the
complex structure on Σ, which avoids the more complicated analysis we gave in the
previous section. The second vortex equation also involves a term of mixed type
Ψu(ξ+ ξ1)

−1(a1)
0,1
X (expu(ξ+ ξ1))−Ψu(ξ)

−1(a1)
0,1
X (expu(ξ)). It follows from uniform

Sobolev embedding that this difference has 0, 3, δ-norm bounded by C‖a1‖1,3‖ξ1‖1,3,δ

for some constant C independent of δ. �

Step 4: Implicit Function Theorem

Theorem 4.2.9. Let (A,u) be a regular stable nodal vortex of combinatorial type
Γ. There exist constants ǫ0, ǫ1 > 0 such that for every (a, ξ, δ) ∈ DefΓ(A,u) with
norm less than ǫ0, there exists a unique (φ,ψ, η) of norm less than ǫ1 such that if
(a1, ξ1) = Qδ(φ,ψ, η) then (A + a0 + a1, expuδ(ξδ0 + ξ1)) is a symplectic vortex in
Coulomb gauge with respect to (A,uδ). The solution depends smoothly on a0, ξ0,
and transforms equivariantly the action of G(P )A,u on DefΓ(A,u).

Proof. Uniform error and quadratic estimates are those for Fδ
A,u in Lemmas 4.2.4,

4.2.7, and 4.2.8, in a uniformly bounded neighborhood of 0 in DefΓ(A,u). Then
the first claim is an application of the quantitative version of the implicit function
theorem (see for example [15, Appendix A.3]). Equivariance follows from unique-

ness of the solution given by the implicit function theorem, since the map FD,δ
A,u is

equivariant for the action of G(P )A,u. �
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Step 5: Rigidification

As in the case of holomorphic maps in the previous section, there is a more
natural way of parametrizing nearby symplectic vortices which involves examining
the intersections of the sections with submanifolds of P (X), and framings induced
by parallel transport. First we study the differentiability of the evaluation maps.
The gluing construction of the previous step gives rise to a deformation (AS , uS)
of (A,u) with parameter space a neighborhood S of 0 in Def(A,u), and so a map

S →Mn(Σ,X), s 7→ (Σ̂s, As, us). Consider the map

(45) ev : (Σ̂ − U) × S → P (X), (z, s) 7→ us(z).

Proposition 4.2.10. The map ev of (45) is C1 for the family constructed by gluing
in Theorem 4.2.9 using the exponential gluing profile.

Proof. We denote by upre
S : Σ̂S → X the family obtained by pre-gluing only, that is,

omitting the step which solves for an exact solution. We denote by evpre the map

evpre : (Σ̂ − U) × S → P (X), (z, s) 7→ upre
s (z).

This map is independent of the gluing parameters, and is therefore C1. We write
s = (a0, ξ0) and As = A + a0 + a1, us = expupre

s
(ξδ0 + ξ1). The corrections a1, ξ1

depend smoothly on a0, ξ0, by the implicit function theorem, and so ξ1(z) depends
smoothly on a0, ξ0. Next we take the derivative with respect to the gluing parameter.
Let (A,u) be a nodal symplectic vortex, (A,uδ) the pre-glued pair (we omit the
parameter ρ controlling the diameter of the gluing region from the notation) and

consider the equation FA,uδ(a0 + a1, ξ
δ
0 + ξ1) = 0. Let D̃δ denote the derivative of

FA,uδ . Differentiating with respect to δ gives

D̃δ

(

d

dδ
a1,D expuδ(ξδ0; 0,

d

dδ
ξ1)

)

= −D̃δ

(

0,D expuδ(ξδ0;
d

dδ
uδ,

d

dδ
ξδ0)

)

.

The same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.3.11 show that there exists a
constant C > 0 such that the right hand side is bounded in norm by Ce−1/δ. On
the other hand, the norm of the left-hand side D̃δ is uniformly bounded from below
in terms of the norm of d

dδa1,
d
dδ ξ1, by the quadratic estimates. It follows that

( ddδa1,
d
dδ ξ1) is also bounded in norm by Ce−1/δ. Hence limδ→0 ∂δ ev = 0. It follows

that D ev has a continuous limit as δ → 0. �

Choose a path γ : [0, 1] → Σ in the principal component and an element φ0 ∈
Pγ(0). Let τγ(A) : Pγ(0) → Pγ(1) denote parallel transport. By an m-framed family
of marked curves, we mean a family of curves together with an m-tuple of points
in P . Given a family (Σ̂S , AS , uS) of gauged holomorphic maps over a parameter
space S, a collection of codimension two submanifolds Y = (Y1, . . . , Yk) in P (X),
and a collection of paths γ = (γ1, . . . , γl) with the same initial point y0 to yj, j =

1, . . . , l, define a family of marked, framed curves Σ̂Y,u,γ,A
S → S by requiring that

the additional marked points zn+i map to Yi, and the framings are given by parallel
transport along the paths γi.
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Definition 4.2.11. The data Y, γ,A, u are compatible if

(a) each Yj intersects uj transversally in a single point zj ∈ Σ̂;

(b) if (a, ξ) ∈ ker D̃A,u satisfies ξ(zn+j) ∈ Tu(zn+j)P (X) for j = 1, . . . , k and

DAτγi(a) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , l then (a, ξ) = 0.

(c) the curve Σ̂ marked with the additional points zn+1, . . . , zn+k is stable.

(d) if some automorphism of (Σ̂, u) maps zi to zj then Yi is equal to Yj.

The second condition says that there are no infinitesimal deformations which do
not change the positions of the extra markings or framings.

Proposition 4.2.12. Let (A,u) be a parametrized regular stable nodal vortex, and
(AS , uS) → S the stratified-smooth universal deformation constructed by the gluing
construction. There exists a collection (Y, γ) compatible with (u,A). Furthermore,

if (Y, γ) is compatible with (A,u), then the rigidified family Σ̂Y,u,γ,A
S → S of (26)

is a stratified-smooth deformation of the marked-curve-with-framings Σ̂Y,u,γ,A which
defines an immersion of S into the parameter space for the universal deformation
of the central fiber.

Proof. First we show the existence of a compatible collection. Suppose that the
second condition is not satisfied for some (a, ξ). Suppose first that ξ 6= 0. Let zn+1 be
a point with ξ(zn+1) 6= 0, and choose a codimension two submanifold Yn+1 transverse
to u near u(zn+1), and such that TYn+1 does not contain ξ(zn+1). Adding Yn+1 to
the list of submanifolds decreases the dimension of the space of (a, ξ) satisfying the
condition in (b) by at least one. Repeating this process, we may assume that the
only elements satisfying the condition in (b) have ξ = 0. Suppose that ξ is zero, so
that a is necessarily non-zero. Choose an additional marked point yl+1 and a path
γl+1 from the base point y0 to yl+1 such that the derivative of the parallel transport
over γ with respect to a over is non-zero. Appending γl+1 to the list of path decreases
the dimension of (a, ξ) satisfying the condition in (b) by at least one. Hence the
process stops after finitely many steps, after which the kernel is trivial. The proof
of the second claim is similar to Proposition 3.3.15 and will be omitted. �

Step 6: Surjectivity

We show that any nearby vortex appears in the family constructed above. First,
we show:

Proposition 4.2.13. Let (A,u) be a regular strongly stable symplectic vortex. There
exists a constant ǫ > 0 such that if (A1, u1) = (A+a, expuδ(ξ)) with ‖a‖1,3+‖ξ‖1,3,δ ≤
ǫ then after gauge transformation we have (A1, u1) = (A + a0 + a1, expuδ(ξδ0 + ξ1))

for some (a0, ξ0) ∈ ker(D̃A,u) and (a1, ξ1) in the image of Qδ.

Proof. We claim that for some constant C > 0, we have (a, ξ) = (a0, ξ
δ
0)+(a1, ξ1) for

some (a0, ξ0) ∈ ker D̃A,u and (a1, ξ1) ∈ Im D̃∗
A,uδ with norm ‖(a1, ξ1)‖ ≤ C‖(a1, ξ1)‖.
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Given the claim, the proposition follows by the uniqueness statement of the implicit
function theorem. For any c > 0 there exists δ0 such that for δ < δ0,

‖D̃A,uδ(aδ0, ξ
δ
0)‖ ≤ c‖(aδ0, ξδ0)‖

by estimates similar to those of Lemma 4.2.4. Thus the image of ker D̃A,u is trans-

verse to Im D̃∗
A,uδ , for δ sufficiently small, since it meets Im D̃∗

A,uδ trivially and

projects isomorphically onto ker D̃A,uδ , by gluing for indices, as in [23, Theorem
2.4.1]. The claim then follows from the inverse function theorem. �

Given a strongly stable symplectic vortex (A,u) with stable domain Σ̂, let (AS , uS)

be the family given by the gluing construction above. Otherwise, if Σ̂ is not stable,
let Y = (Y1, . . . , Yl) be a collection of codimension two submanifolds of P (X), and
consider the family (A,uY ) with additional marked points given by requiring that the
additional marked points zn+i map to Yi. Let (AS , uS) denote the family obtained
by applying the gluing construction for (AS , u

Y
S ), and then forgetting the additional

marked points.

Lemma 4.2.14. Suppose that (Ai, ui) Gromov converges to (A,u). After a sequence
of gauge transformations, for any ǫ, there exists i0 such that if i > i0 then there exists
δ, (ai, ξi) satisfying (Ai, ui) = (A+ ai, expuδ(ξi)) with ‖ai‖1,3 + ‖ξi‖1,3,δ ≤ ǫ.

Proof. By definition of Gromov convergence, after gauge transformation Ai C
0-

converges to A and converges uniformly in all derivatives on the complement of
the bubbling set [17]. The exponential decay estimate [17, Lemma A.2.2] show
that ui converges to u on the complement of the nodes, uniformly in all derivatives
on compact sets, and whose derivative on the gluing region is uniformly bounded
in the δ-dependent metric. It follows that ui = expuδ(ξi) for some δ and ξi ∈
Ω0(Σδ, (uδ)T vertP (X)) with ‖ξi‖1,3,δ < ǫ. To obtain the improved convergence for
the connection, note that FAi + (ui)

∗P (Φ) = 0 and the corresponding equations for
the limit (A,u) imply that (omitting VolΣ from the notation)

FAi − FA = dA(Ai −A) − (A−Ai) ∧ (A−Ai) = (ui)
∗P (Φ) − u∗P (Φ).

Since u∗iP (Φ) is bounded and converges to u∗P (Φ) on the complement of the bub-
bling set, and Ai converges to A in C0 hence W 0,3, the right hand side converges to 0
in W 0,3 as i→ ∞. After gauge transformation we may assume that d∗

A(A−Ai) = 0.
Then the elliptic estimate for the operator dA ⊕ d∗

A implies that A − Ai converges
to zero in W 1,3. �

Corollary 4.2.15. (AS , uS) is a stratified-smooth versal deformation of (Σ̂, A, u).

Proof. Proposition 4.2.13 implies that any family (A1
S1 , u

1
S1) is obtained by pull-back

from (AS , uS), in case Σ̂ is stable, or obtained from the family obtained by adding
the marked points mapping to submanifolds, in general. �

Step 7: Injectivity
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We show that any nearby vortex appears once in our family, up to the action of
Aut(A,u); this is part of the following:

Theorem 4.2.16. Any family (AS , uS) constructed by gluing using the exponential
gluing profile is a strongly universal stratified-smooth deformation of (A,u).

Proof. Let Zn(P,X) denote the moduli space of marked symplectic vortices up to
equivalences that involve only the identity gauge transformation, so thatMn(P,X) =
Zn(P,X)/G(P ). Let (A,u) be a stable marked vortex, and WA,u a slice for the gauge

group action on Z(P,X), so that

WA,u/G(P )A,u →Mn(P,X)

is a homeomorphism onto its image. Let Aut0(A,u) denote the subgroup of Aut(A,u)
acting trivially on P , so that G(P )A,u = Aut(A,u)/Aut0(A,u) is the stabilizer of
(A,u) under the gauge action. Let (AS , uS) denote a universal deformation of (A,u)
constructed by gluing using the exponential gluing profile. We claim that the map

(46) S/Aut0(A,u) →WA,u, [s] 7→ [As, us]

is an injection. Indeed, rigidification produces an injection

(47) S/Aut0(A,u) →Mn+k,l(Σ)/Aut0(A,u), [s] 7→ [ΣAs,us,Y,γ ]

where Aut0(A,u) acts by re-ordering the marked points. Since this map factors
through (46), the claim follows. If (AS1 , u1

S1) is a family of symplectic vortices
giving a deformation of any fiber of (AS , uS) then Corollary 4.2.15 together with
injectivity shows that this family is obtained by pull-back by some map S1 → S.
Hence (AS , uS) is a stratified-smooth strongly universal deformation of (A,u). �

Theorem 4.2.17. Let X be a Hamiltonian G-manifold equipped with a compatible
invariant almost complex structure J ∈ J (X)G. The maps

(48) S →Mn(Σ,X), s 7→ [As, us]

associated to the universal deformations constructed above equip the locus M
reg
n (Σ,X)

of regular strongly stable symplectic vortices with the structure of a stratified-smooth
orbifold. If the local coordinates near the nodes are chosen compatibly and the gluing
profile is the exponential gluing profile, then the deformations provide M

reg
n (Σ,X)

with the structure of a C1-orbifold.

Proof. It suffices to show that the charts given by two sets Yj, γj are compatible.
Define Y = Y1∪Y2 and m = m1 +m2 the total number of extra points. Similarly let

γ be the union of γ1 and γ2 of total number l = l1 + l2. The family Σ̂Y,u,γ,A
S admits

a proper étale forgetful map Σ̂Y,u,γ,A
S → Σ̂

Yj ,u,γj ,A
S , j = 1, 2 whose fiber consists of

the re-orderings of the points for Y induced by automorphisms of Aut(A,u) that fix
the ordering for Yj . It follows that the corresponding charts are C1-compatible. �

Remark 4.2.18. As discussed in Remark 3.3.22, the Theorem implies that ifM
reg
n (Σ,X)

is compact then it admits a (non-canonical) smooth structure.
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Let Mn(Σ) denote the moduli space of stable maps to Σ with homology class [Σ],
n markings and genus that of Σ, or in other words, parametrized stable curves with
principal component isomorphic to Σ. Forgetting the pair (A,u) gives a forgetful

morphism M
reg
n (Σ,X) → Mn(Σ). Using the differentiable structure defined above,

the evaluation maps are differentiable but unfortunately the forgetful morphisms are
not, unless one uses a different gluing profile for the moduli space of vortices with
one less marking. More precisely, the forgetful morphism M

reg
n (Σ,X) → Mn(Σ) is

continuous and C1 near any pair (A,u) whose domain is stable as an element of
Mn(Σ), and a submersion near the boundary of Mn(Σ). For the standard smooth

structure on Mn(Σ), the forgetful morphism M
reg
n (Σ,X) →Mn(Σ) is smooth.

The gluing construction has various parametrized versions. For example, in [11]
we consider a moduli space of polystable polarized vortices, which consist of a vortex
together with a lift of the connection to the Chern-Simons line bundle. In each of
these cases one applies the implicit function theorem using the linearized operator for
the parametrized problem to prove that any parametrized regular polystable vortex
has a strongly universal deformation in the parametrized sense. In particular, any
regular polystable polarized vortex has a strongly universal deformation etc.
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